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ABSTRACT

Many current state-of-the-art outdoor robots have perception systems that are primarily hand-tuned, which makes them difficult to adapt to new tasks and environments.
Machine learning offers a practical solution to this problem. Assuming that
training data describing the desired output of the system is available, many supervised learning algorithms exist for automatically adjusting the parameters of
possibly complex perception systems. This approach has been successfully demonstrated in many areas, and is gaining momentum in the field of robotic perception.
An important difficulty in using machine learning techniques for large scale
robotics problems comes from the fact that most algorithms require labeled data
for training. Large data sets occur naturally in outdoor robotics applications, and
labeling is most often an expensive process. This makes the direct application of
learning techniques to realistic perception problems in our domain impractical.
This thesis proposes to address the data labeling problem by analyzing the
unlabeled data and automatically selecting for labeling only those examples that
are important for the classification problem of interest. We present solutions for
adapting several active learning techniques to the specific constraints that characterize outdoor perception, such as the need to learn from data sets with severely
unbalanced class priors. We demonstrate that our solutions result in significant reductions in the amount of data labeling required by presenting results from a large
amount of experiments performed using real-world data.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

T

HE

problem that motivates this thesis is one of great importance to the mo-

bile robotics field: the need for reliable perception for off-road navigation.
We are interested in enabling autonomous vehicles to ”see” obstacles and

classify terrain, so that they could navigate safely through environments such as
forests, fields and mountains. In these types of environments, any location where
one would not want a vehicle to drive is an obstacle: trees, rocks, trenches, wires,
poles, deep water and dense vegetation are just a few examples.

(a) Tall vegetation

(b) Forest

(c) Desert

(d) Mountains

(e) Dirt road

(f) Winter conditions

F IGURE 1.1. Different types of environments in which a robot could be
expected to navigate reliably. The dramatic range of conditions make it
very difficult to develop general perception systems.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Many of the current state-of-the-art robotic systems have demonstrated satisfactory performance in challenging types of terrain. Unfortunately, the solutions
proposed are not general. In order to achieve good performance, these systems
use specialized perception algorithms that are often manually tuned to a specific
environment. They exploit structure and constraints that are valid locally, but do
not necessarily apply to other environments. If such a robotic system is forced to
function in a new type of terrain (a few possible examples are presented in Figure 1.1), performance will drop dramatically, because many of the assumptions the
system relies on become unrealistic. The same drop in performance would occur if
one tried to use the perception algorithms on robots of different scales, or equipped
with slightly different sensors.
Exploiting local structure for improving perception capabilities is not a problem. One could argue that the reason humans can drive so well on challenging
terrain is not superior sensing, but rather our ability to make very good assumptions about the environment based on domain specific knowledge. When driving
through a forest with tall vegetation, we use different rules for detecting fallen trees
then when going through the desert. Our strength comes from the fact that we can
adapt these rules without needing manual tuning, thanks to our capacity to learn.
The main limitation of current systems is that they are not easily adaptable. In
order to achieve good performance in new situations, hand-tuned systems require
additional tuning by human experts. Since current state-of-the-art systems tend
to be complex, the re-tuning process is slow and expensive, which makes this approach inappropriate for applications requiring frequent reconfigurations of the
perception systems. The key application domains for outdoor mobile robotics require frequent reconfigurations.
To make outdoor perception easily adaptable, we will need to move away from
manual tuning and rely – at least partially – on automated statistical learning algorithms. A simple example is an obstacle detection system based on a neural
network that uses sensor readings converted to features along with ”obstacle/nonobstacle” labels provided by a human expert to learn about the “obstacle” concept.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

When deployed, the system makes obstacle predictions based on the features extracted from the data coming from the sensors on the vehicle (color cameras, laser
radars, infrared cameras, radars) and the model produced by the learning algorithm.
Algorithms that have statistical learning techniques at their core have quickly
come to dominate fields such as computer vision, automatic target recognition and
speech processing. In certain cases, it is actually hard to think of any manually
derived algorithms. For example, trying to produce classification rules for distinguishing between “grass”,“trees”,“soil’ and “rocks” based on texture information
is a hopelessly difficult task, since texture features are typically of very high dimensionality. It is unrealistic to expect a human expert to produce the hundreds
of thresholds and combination rules required. It makes a lot more sense to use
a generic classifier such as a neural network or a support vector machine to accomplish this task, since such algorithms can use high dimensional feature vectors
much more effectively.
A frequent argument against using automated learning techniques for challenging perception problems is that they necessarily have to learn everything from
the data, much like neural networks or decision trees do. While this has been the
case with most early robotic systems using learning, several successful applications
of Bayes networks or other learning methods based on graphical models have been
demonstrated in other domains, indicating that learning algorithms can incorporate and benefit greatly from human expert knowledge of the problem of interest.
Human expertise can be combined with machine learning approaches either
directly or indirectly. In our domain, the direct approach could consist of combining the outputs of hand-derived classifiers developed by human experts with those
of general learning algorithms. One could even use training data to learn how to
combine such classifiers, as we have demonstrated in [19].
The indirect approach is based on the observation that humans can often produce good perception algorithms, but they cannot easily “optimize” parameters
manually. Manually tuning an outdoor perception system involves a lot of trial
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and error: we actually perform a manual heuristic search through the parameter
space, using an error metric based on how much the behavior of the system agrees
with the desired behavior.
There are good reasons to expect that if this error metric is clearly defined in
a functional form and the “desired behavior” is translated into a labeled dataset, a
computer could explore a much larger part of the parameter space. If the human
expert can provide good starting values or some reasonable ranges for most of the
parameters, various optimization algorithms can be used to find very good locally
optimal parameter values.
We thus argue that machine learning is a crucial ingredient for successful outdoor perception systems: it makes them easy to tune, it enables the use of highdimensional input data that could potentially contain more information, and it
provides methods for gracefully combining expert knowledge and computational
power. There is however an important problem that we have not addressed yet:
obtaining the training data required by most machine learning algorithms.
The need for labeled data is a well-know problem affecting all supervised
learning applications that require large amounts of training data and for which
labeling is a relatively expensive process. Obstacle detection or terrain classification in unstructured environments have both these properties. A learning-based
system cannot be expected to detect a certain type of obstacle unless is has been
previously exposed to data from a similar distribution. As a result, a large amount
of labeled data is needed in order to detect a large variety of obstacles. The need
to observe the obstacles under different environmental conditions that might affect
their signature in the feature space1 only makes the problem worse. The same is
true for terrain classification.
Figure 1.2 describes the typical steps that need to be taken in order to generate
a labeled dataset for obstacle detection. Of those, the first one turns out to be the
least demanding: a human can easily tele-operate a mobile robot, or a data logging

1

For example at different times of the day for illumination and temperature changes.
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F IGURE 1.2. The steps involved in generating a labeled dataset in a “traditional” fashion: (a) Recording a data log, (b) Selecting the scenes to be
labeled, (c) A raw image and the corresponding label map provided by a
human expert. In a typical supervised learning application in robotics, all
three steps require human assistance.

device can be mounted on a non-robotic vehicle that performs a task that is representative for the application of interest. Large amounts of unlabeled data can be
recorded with relatively low effort, and without requiring a high level of expertise
from the human involved.
The most difficult problem consists in selecting those scenes from the unlabeled data set that will be presented to the human expert. Labeling data exhaustively is close to impossible for even moderately sized data sets, which means that a
much smaller subset needs to be extracted from the unlabeled data set. The choice
of scenes to be labeled is directly linked to the generalization performance obtained
by the learning perception system after training. An expert choosing the data to be
labeled would have to be able to reason about the data patterns contained in each
5
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F IGURE 1.3. A high level representation of the focus of this thesis. We
present methods for automatically identifying the important data to label
(the red box). A small number of hopefully informative images are extracted from a large data set. As a result, the labeling effort required to
train a classifier is reduced.

scene and their implications on the performance of the learning algorithm. This is
a difficult task requiring special skills, especially when we consider that for large
data sets one could have fractions of a second to decide if a scene is labeled or not.
As we indicate in Figure 1.3, solving the data labeling problem is the main
topic of this thesis. We describe several approaches for automatically selecting
important images for labeling, and demonstrate that they significantly reduce the
effort required in order to learn from large, realistic data sets. The solutions we
propose reduce not only the amount of time required for labeling, but also the level
of expertise expected from the human labeling data. Together, these two effects
have the important consequence of making the use of machine learning techniques
feasible for several applications in outdoor perception for robotics applications.
In the remaining part of this chapter, we will provide an overview of the related work and provide a more detailed list of the contributions resulting from this
thesis.
6
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1. Related work
We believe this thesis is a good illustration of the type of interdisciplinary efforts that are often required in robotics. Our research of course relates to much
of the previous work in robotic perception, but also to machine learning and in
particular to the active learning and data mining research areas.
For the very beginnings of mobile robotics, perception has been identified as a
key problem that needs to be addressed before any truly autonomous navigation
is possible. Early on, researchers identified the need for multiple sensing modalities, and designed hand-tuned systems for obstacle detection. In 1979 the robot
HILARE [16] was designed to use vision, acoustic sensors and a laser range-finder
for operating in unknown, man-made environments. Around 1983 mobile robotics moved outdoors, first with Moravec’s Stanford Cart and CMU Rover [57] and
then with both the Ground Surveillance Robot (GSR) [33, 34]) and DARPA Autonomous Land Vehicle (ALV) [13, 14, 58] navigating in unknown natural terrain.
The CMU Rover used sonars, TV cameras and infrared sensors together with contact switches. The GSR and ALV used color vision, sonars and laser range-finders.
A long series of 11 autonomous vehicles resulted from the CMU NAVLAB
program [82, 30] initiated in 1984 and still going on today. The NAVLAB effort led
to a number of innovations, but the most important for this thesis is the fact that
Pomerleau [67, 68] demonstrated the first successful application of machine learning methods to the problem of mobile robot navigation with the ALVINN system.
The author demonstrated that a neural network taking as input low resolution images of a road can be trained to generate as output the steering angles necessary
for road following. Obtaining sufficient training data for the neural network was
identified as a major problem, and the author proposed to artificially alter inputoutput pairs in order to increase the number of training patterns available. This
technique is still in use today in many state-of-the-art computer vision systems for
face and digit recognition. A few years later, Davis and Stentz [15] proposed the
MAMMOTH system which employed a neural network to learn how to combine
steering angles produced by other neural networks using image and laser data.
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Interestingly, after the early learning success with ALVINN, Pomerleau developed an even better system, RALPH [69], that was entirely hand-coded and was
inspired by observing the features that ALVINN identified as important for road
following. For a while, robotic perception seemed to revert to hand-tuned systems.
Non-learning systems such as the ones described in [84, 63, 92] have used rulebases or different behaviors to demonstrate reasonable performance in quite challenging environments. Other researchers [74, 78] took hand-tuning to the extreme,
developing rules that try to account for all types of terrain and as many environmental conditions as possible, such as wind speed, humidity, temperature, illumination, time of the day or season. The degree of success achievable with this type
of approach is still to be determined.
We believe the most remarkable non-learning systems for outdoor perception
have been proposed by researchers at JPL who, with a few notable exceptions such
as [46, 6], have focused on hand-derived specialized detectors for challenging obstacles. Under the DEMO III [83], PerceptOR [25, 23, 24] and CTA projects funded
by DARPA and ARL, their group developed algorithms (mostly vision based) for
detecting positive and negative obstacles, tree trunks, water bodies, overhang and
excessive slope hazards [85, 48, 39, 71]. Since the algorithms they propose tend
to have a certain number of hand-tuned parameters, they are a great example of
what we refer to in the introduction as specialized detectors encapsulating a great
amount of human insight, and that could benefit from the capability to automatically tune parameters. A nice overview of the recent JPL work on obstacle detection
is provided in [70].
At the same time, the difficulties encountered in manually tuning hand-derived
algorithms led to a renewed interest in learning based techniques. Some researchers
have used Gaussians [40] and radial basis function networks [75] for road following, while others have used 2-D HMMs to filter pixel classification in image
streams [77]. Rosemblum [73] proposed a navigation system based on an “artificial immune system” (AIS)2 to learn the types of terrain that are safe to traverse
2

Extremely similar to reinforcement learning
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based on experience or example learning. Witus [90] confirmed that a neural network using features extracted from images can successfully predict the roughness
and traversability of surfaces in front of a robot. Vandapel and Hebert [37, 87]
proposed algorithms that combine the extraction of specialized features from 3-D
point cloud statistics with learning-based modeling of probability densities, in order to discriminate between vegetation, linear and planar surfaces. The group of
researchers at NIST, whose experimental setup happens to be closest to the one we
are using, have presented results in road detection [72, 38] obtained by training
neural networks using laser, color and texture features. Towards the end of the
PerceptOR program, Ollis [62] successfully demonstrated a system using Bayesian
learning for off-road obstacle detection.
The increased interest in learning based algorithms has been confirmed and
supported by the creation of a new DARPA program focused on learning for outdoor perception. Launched in 2004, the LAGR3 program has succeeded in attracting top researchers in machine learning, computer vision and mobile robotics to focus on the difficult problems posed by outdoor perception, and has already demonstrated its great potential to lead to important advances in our field.
The work presented in this thesis is related quite directly to most of the learning techniques mentioned above, in that it addresses the important problem of data
labeling. To develop practical algorithms for reducing the amount labeled data required for training supervised learning algorithms, we have adapted techniques
from both the active learning and the data mining areas to the specific constraints
of our domain. Since more context would be beneficial for understanding the relation between our research and previous work in active learning and data mining,
we will only briefly describe them here, postponing a more in-depth discussion
until chapters 2 and 3 respectively.
Active learning is an area of machine learning that addresses the situation in
which a large amount of unlabeled data is available, and only a limited subset
of it can be labeled. Active learning algorithms reason about the distribution of
unlabeled data, and have the freedom of choosing the order in which data points
3
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get labeled. The goal of active learning is to obtain as good as classifier as possible
given the amount of labeling that is available. Applications of this approach have
been successfully demonstrated, mostly in the text and web page classification area
[45, 1, 59, 86, 76].
A different flavor of active learning (which is closer to the DOE4 area of statistics) is concerned with maximizing an unknown and usually noisy function in
the case where estimating the function for different settings of the inputs is expensive [55, 56, 80]. This is an extremely important problem that appears naturally
in marketing and in pharmaceutical applications. A somewhat related application
domain of active learning is robot control, where active learning techniques have
been used for having manipulators learn tasks such as bouncing a ball or throwing
a ball at a basket [53, 52]. While not directly related to our task of interest which
is classification, these are still important examples of domains in which the application of active learning leads to significant reductions in the amount of function
value evaluations required.
This thesis does not propose new active learning algorithms, nor does it attempt to identify the best active learning algorithm for our domain. Instead, our
main goal is to explore the applicability of the active learning approach to our domain, and to verify that reductions in data labeling can be achieved. Since standard active learning methods are not directly applicable to our problem of interest,
a couple of modifications described in more detail in Chapter 3 are proposed.
It is one of the constraints on the direct application of active learning techniques to outdoor perception that connects our research to the data mining field,
and in particular to work in anomaly detection. As we will show in the following chapters, our problem is characterized by severely unbalanced class priors,
which cause problems with the initialization step required by most active learning
methods. The solution we propose to this problem, which is to explore regions of
the feature space that are sparsely populated, is also frequently used for detecting
anomalies in data sets, although for very different purposes. As its name suggests,
anomaly detection is the problem of identifying “out of the ordinary” data points
4
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(which could be events, measurements, etc.) in data sets. There is large variety
of highly practical applications of anomaly detection, including computer security
and intrusion detection [44], fraud detection, disease outbreak detection [91], data
cleaning [21], identifying regime changes in time series [5] and background subtraction for video analysis [66]. Although we will elaborate more on this topic in
Chapter 3, an extremely concise description of the relation between our work and
the anomaly detection area could be the following: researchers in anomaly detection often use machine learning for anomaly detection, while we exploit techniques
from anomaly detection for machine learning5 .
Having presented most of the previous work that relates to our research, we
dedicate the next section to stating the main contributions of this thesis.

2. Thesis Contributions
This thesis focuses on the problem of making supervised learning techniques
practical for applications to large-scale perception problems such as the ones occuring in outdoor robotics applications. Its main contributions are:
• We demonstrate that active learning techniques can be adapted to the constraints imposed by the outdoor robotics domain, and they result in significant reductions in the amount of data labeling required by supervised
learning algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of active learning to robotic perception.
• We propose the Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm, based on detecting
unusual patterns in unlabeled data, and show that it can be effectively
used both as a stand-alone active learning algorithm and as an initialization method for standard active learning methods.
The effectiveness and practicality of all the solutions proposed in this thesis
are demonstrated through experiments based on several real world data sets.

5
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CHAPTER 2

A Standard View of Active Learning

1. The Challenges of Learning from Large Data Sets

T

HE

previous chapter presents some of the benefits that can be expected

from applying learning-based approaches to the domain of outdoor perception. Learning leads to more powerful, better performing classifiers

that require less manual tuning. We have argued that the reduced amount of tuning
required opens new possibilities by enabling robotic systems to quickly be adapted
to exploit local terrain characteristics.
There is however an important caveat: the methods discussed so far are instances of supervised learning. As a result, they can only be adapted as fast as one
can provide representative labeled data to learn from. Since the classification problems in our domain often require learning from very large data sets, being able to
efficiently obtain labeled data is of utmost importance. Fortunately, several reasonable solutions exist for alleviating data labeling requirements.
For certain learning problems, labels can be obtained at very low cost. In [89],
the authors describe a system for predicting the height of the load bearing surface from forward-looking sensor data. The system is trained by simply driving
the vehicle over the terrain of interest. In this specific application, ground truth
data about the true height of the terrain can be easily obtained: the sensors make
measurements about the terrain the vehicle is about to drive over, and the position
of the vehicle’s rear wheels is recorded as the vehicle drives over the terrain (see
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Time T

Time T+N

F IGURE 2.1. Obtaining labeled data for ground height estimation. At time
T , measurements about a specific location are taken and converted to a
feature vector x. At time T + N , the vehicle drives over that location, and
a measurement of the ground height y is obtained. The learning problem
consists in finding a function F such that F (x) ' y. Reproduced from [89]
with the author’s permission.

Figure 2.1). The training process consists in fitting a regression model F that approximates the measured ground heights yi where i = 1 . . . k with F (xi ), where xi
is the feature vector based on the sensor measurements made about the region with
height yi . Precisely estimating the position of the vehicle is crucial for both estimating the positions of the rear wheels and establishing the correspondence between
the measurements xi taken with the forward-looking sensors and the height estimates yi obtained with the wheels. The practicality of this approach comes from the
fact that for the regression task of interest, both the inputs and the desired outputs
of the system can be obtained at very low cost.
The idea of applying the same labeling process to the obstacle detection domain is very tempting, but unfortunately impractical. Automatically obtaining labels for obstacle examples generally requires a robot to interact with an obstacle,
detect this interaction and then use that information for labeling. As a result, the
only cases in which a robot can autonomously label obstacle data are the ones that
involve a small robot traveling at low speeds in benign environments, so that the
collisions required for labeling obstacle data are tolerable.
The previous approach fails because it is not always possible to easily obtain
obstacle labels. It seems natural to wonder if in certain cases one could make certain assumptions and avoid labeling obstacles altogether, only building a model of
the “safe to traverse” class.
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F IGURE 2.2. Making classifications after only modeling one class is not
a generally applicable solution. LEFT: A data distribution on which setting a threshold on the likelihood of the data under the “SAFE”class
(blue crosses) could work well. RIGHT: A data distribution on which the
method fails. The mean of the very compact “UNKNOWN” class overlaps
with the mean of the high-variance “SAFE” class.

Instead of the typical “obstacle/non-obstacle” classification problem, let us
think about trying to distinguish between “safe” terrain –such as the one that a
robot is driven over under human control– and “unknown” terrain, which has a
feature signatures that are different from what has been observed as “safe”. In
probabilistic terms, if we observe the feature vector x, we are interested in obtaining P (safe|x)/P (unknown|x), which can be written as
(2.1)

P (safe|x)
P (x|safe)P (safe)
=
P (unknown|x)
P (x|unknown)P (unknown)
If we are willing to make the strong assumption that observing any x is equally

likely to appear in the “unknown” class, we obtain that P (safe|x) is proportional
to P (x|safe). This suggests we could model the probability density function of the
“safe” class, P (x|safe), and simply set a threshold on its value so that patterns that
have lower likelihood are considered to be “unknown”. Although the assumption
we have made is that P (x|unknown) is uniform, in reality this approach will work
well anytime the function P (x|unknown) will not have strong peaks in the region
where P (x|safe) is higher than the threshold.
Despite these strong assumptions, modeling only the “safe” class can be a good
approach for certain obstacle detection scenarios, especially in highly structured
environments such as the ones encountered in agricultural applications, where the
15
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F IGURE 2.3. Learning with labeled and unlabeled data. (LEFT) After observing only the four labeled data points, the most appropriate decision
boundary would be a horizontal line. (RIGHT) If additional unlabeled
data (grey points) is taken into account, a different decision boundary
seems more likely.

class density P (x|safe) is very compact. As we show in Figure 2.2, there are many
other cases in which this approach would fail.
A well researched method for reducing labeled data requirements is to learn
from both labeled and unlabeled data. Known as semi-supervised learning[29], this
method has been successfully demonstrated in several text and web page classification applications[61, 42, 9]. The intuition behind it is simple: having a large
amount of unlabeled data can in theory provide valuable information about the
distribution of the data.
In Figure 2.3, we present a case in which observing the distribution of the unlabeled data in addition to the labeled data would suggest a dramatic change of
the decision boundary. If we consider the geometric distance between the points in
Figure 2.3 to be proportional to their dissimilarity, the location of the new decision
boundary seems obvious to the human eye: the two clusters of points on each side
of the boundary are compact, meaning that the points in each cluster are likely to
be very similar to each other, and thus have similar labels. Furthermore, the decision boundary does not separate any two points that are very close to each other,
which suggests that it corresponds to a natural separation in the data.
Unfortunately, in real world classification examples the problem is more difficult than presented in our figure. The problem of finding decision boundaries that
minimize the separation of similar data points has been successfully addressed
16
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F IGURE 2.4. Reducing the labeling requirements by random subsampling: the data in the plot on the right was obtained by randomly subsampling half the unlabeled data from the plot on the left, and labeling
it. If a model is learned using the labeled data in the right plot, we could
hope the model is similar to the one obtained if all the data in the left plot
was labeled.

[8, 42], but in general it is still challenging to find good distance metrics that results in compact clusters and good inter-cluster separation. Especially for learning
problems that can potentially have a high degree of class overlap, semi-supervised
learning can easily diverge to undesired classification boundaries.
Going back to the beginning of our argument about different methods for labeling data for learning from large data sets, one would notice that we have not
discussed one of the simplest solutions: random sub-sampling. If it is impossible to
label all the unlabeled data but we still want to learn from a distribution that is
close to the original one, we could uniformly sample from the unlabeled data to
obtain a data set that is smaller but hopefully representative. When a human expert labels the reduced set of unlabeled data and a model is fit using the labels, we
can hope that the model will be similar to the one we would obtain if we had labels
for all the unlabeled data. A representation of this situation is presented in Figure
2.4.
There are two disadvantages to reducing the amount of data to be labeled by
random sub-sampling. The first, which is less severe, relates to the fact that when
performing random sub-sampling we are equally likely to discard any data point,
regardless of its position in the feature space with respect to the decision boundary.
As we show in Figure 2.5, we would prefer to discard more of the points that are
far from the decision boundary and retain (and label) as many as possible in the
decision region.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

F IGURE 2.5. When reducing the size of a large data set (a) by discarding
some of the data points, we would prefer to discard more of the points that
are far from the decision boundary (b). Random sub-sampling is equally
likely to discard any data point, so the data distribution we would obtain
is the one represented in (c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

F IGURE 2.6. Applying random sub-sampling to very unbalanced data sets
can have serious consequences. In (a) we depict a data set containing
many “non-obstacle” examples (green points) and very few obstacles (red
points). Since retaining the “obstacle” examples in the data set to learn
from is crucial, the reduced data set we are interested in obtaining is similar to the one depicted in (b). Unfortunately, it is very likely that random
sub-sampling will discard most of the examples from the infrequent class
(c).

A more severe drawback of random sub-sampling occurs in the cases in which
the class frequencies in the unlabeled data set are extremely unbalanced. Such data
distributions occur quite naturally in the obstacle detection domain, since in many
cases, a data set recorded during normal operation is likely to contain a far fewer
examples from the “obstacle” class than from the “non-obstacle” class. A typical
example would be a data set collected by a vehicle operating on a golf course,
where thousands of redundant images of grass would be recorded before observing
an obstacle.
In such cases, applying random sub-sampling is likely to result in the situation
depicted in Figure 2.6, which can be catastrophic in an obstacle detection application.
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The solution we propose for the data labeling problem can be succinctly described as a set of algorithms designed to address the random sub-sampling backdraws described in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. In the remainder of this chapter we will
introduce a set of known techniques called active learning, designed to identify unlabeled data points that are likely to have a strong influence on the learned decision
boundary once labeled. A new algorithm which we designed to address the problem depicted in Figure 2.6, and which was found to be very effective both as a
stand-alone data reduction technique and as an initialization method for standard
active learning algorithms will be described in Section 1 of Chapter 3.
In the sections that follow, we will briefly present the theoretical foundations
of active learning and describe some of the better known algorithms which we will
consider in our experimental evaluation.

2. Active Learning: A Brief Introduction
Active learning is a term describing learning methods that assume that not all
the available unlabeled data can be labeled, and use various criteria for making
intelligent decisions about which specific examples should be labeled.
Active learning presents three main paradigms: constructive query, query filtering and pool-based approaches. In the constructive approach (see [11],[3]) the algorithms can choose where in the input feature space it is most beneficial to obtain a
label, and usually do so by trying to minimize the variance of future predictions.
In contrast, in the query filtering and pool-based approaches it is assumed that
a (possibly infinite) set of unlabeled samples is available, and the algorithms can
only choose which data points to query. While the filtering approach assumes that
new examples arrive as a random stream and the decision whether to query or
not is made for each point individually, in the pool-based methods the entire unlabeled data set can be analyzed before choosing the next query point. Since the
pool-based methods can use more information, they are generally expected to lead
to faster learning than the filtering approaches.
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Even though in theory the constructive approach could lead to maximally informative queries, for domains where it is hard to develop a good model for the
generative process of the data and labels are provided by human experts, it is best
to use pool-based approaches. In [4], the authors attempted to use the constructive
active learning for solving a character recognition problem. However, since the
neural network they used did not correctly model the interactions between character image pixels, they found that their algorithm generated query images that did
not look like any recognizable characters.
For the classification problems we come across in the obstacle detection area,
it is unfortunately the case that the set of features extracted from the sensor data
is far from capturing the complexities of the true data generation process. Even if
we could identify a maximally informative query point in our feature space, we
could not generate the corresponding input data that would allow a human expert
to label the query point. As a result, the active learning scenario we are considering
is pool-based active learning, meaning that query examples need to be selected from
a finite pool of candidates.
Most active learning techniques are iterative, alternating between choosing a
new query point based on some measure of interest (which can be classification
uncertainty, disagreement among a group of classifiers, etc.) and training one or
more classifiers on the new data set obtained after completing the query. In cases
where the computational complexity of training the classifier(s) is high and a large
number of queries is needed for the learning task of interest, it is common to select
a series of query points in a single step, based on the same classifier parameters.
This is suboptimal because if we select several query points at a time, we are effectively forcing the algorithm to delay analyzing the information obtained from the
queries until the labels for the entire batch are provided. For certain active learning
scenarios this suboptimal approach is the only feasible solution due to computational constraints. In Section 2, we will describe a slightly different constraint that
occurs in the obstacle detection domain, consisting of the need to select a fixed block
of data points in a single step.
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3. Query-By-Committee
Although the use of queries for learning was first studied in the 1980s, we
consider that the most influential result in this domain was the development of
the Query-By-Committee (QBC) algorithm [81, 27] which inspired many of the algorithms we discuss in this paper. The QBC algorithm is based on the Bayesian
model of concept learning [36]. A concept c is a mapping c : X → 0, 1 defined over
an instance space X, where c(x) = 1 if x represents an instance of the concept and 0
if it does not. A concept class C is a set of concepts. A good concept example would
be the concept of “chairs”, and a concept class could be the set of household objects.
In our specific scenario, a human expert labeling data in the obstacle/non-obstacle
classes would be defining the “obstacle” concept that we would like an algorithm
to learn.
A learning algorithm for a certain concept c is expected to produce a hypothesis h, such that the probability that h(x) 6= c(x), the probability of error, is small.
Following the notation in [27], we can denote a sequence of unlabeled data by
~ = {x1 , x2 . . . } and use hX,
~ c(X)i
~ = {hx1 , c(x1 )i, hx2 , c(x2 )i . . . } to denote the seX
quence of labeled examples produced by applying the concept c to the instances
~ If X
~ 1...m is used to denote the sequence of first m elements from X,
~ then
in X.
we can define the version space [51] generated by the sequence of labeled exam~ , c(X1...m
~ )i as Vm , the set of all concepts in C that are consistent with
ples hX1...m
the first m labeled examples presented. The version space is a representation of
all the information contained in the examples observed by the learning algorithm:
the smaller the version space, the more effective the set of labeled examples was
at reducing the number of concepts in C that are consistent with the labeled data.
Before seeing any examples, the version space V0 is equal to C, the entire concept
class.
If we step back for a moment and return to our example of trying to learn
the concept of “chairs”, we will notice that if we are presented with a training set
comprising a glass, a knife and a refrigerator and we are told that they are not
examples of our target concept we will know more about “chairs” than if we were
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presented with three examples of glasses. In the first case, the size of the version
space decreases more than in the second case, because in addition to the “glasses”
concept, the “knives” and “refrigerators” concepts are eliminated as well from the
set of household objects (our concept class) that, a priori, could have been examples
of the “chair” concept. The rate at which the size of the version space decreases is
considered a good measure of the progress of the learning process.
In [27], the authors consider a two-class problem and define the instantaneous
information gain as − log PrP (Vi )/PrP (Vi−1 ), where Vi is the version space corresponding to the first i labeled examples and P is the distribution over the concept
class C from which the target concept is chosen1 . PrP (Vi ) is the probability mass
from the distribution P that is contained by the version space obtained after seeing
i labeled examples2 .
To measure the information to be gained from obtaining the label of a specific
unlabeled example, one can compute the expected instantaneous information gain
with respect to the probability that each one of the two possible labels occurs given
the current version space. In other words, the probabilities of the two labels (p and
1 − p) are estimated over the entire set of hypotheses that are consistent with the
labeled data accumulated so far3 . Through some simple manipulation, it is shown
that the expected gain of an example xi given the current version space Vi−1 is given
by the Shannon information content of a binary random variable whose probability
of being 1 is p:
G(xi |Vi−1 ) = H(p) = −p log p − (1 − p) log(1 − p)
Thus, the unlabeled example whose labeling will result in the largest decrease
of the version space is the one whose distribution over its labels –according to the
hypotheses in the current version space– has the highest entropy. The entropy
is estimated by sampling hypotheses from the current version space according
to P. These hypotheses form a committee which predicts the label of unlabeled
1

Unlike in the PAC model, the Bayesian model of concept learning assumes that P is known to the
learner.
2
This is a more qualified definition of the size of the version space.
3
An important assumption made by the QBC algorithm is that the hypothesis space is a superset of
the concept space.
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F IGURE 2.7. QBC is attempting to query points that are likely to result in
a large decrease in the size of the version space. To estimate the information gain obtained from the future query, a set of hypotheses – represented
as linear decision boundaries in the figure– are sampled from the version
space determined by the already labeled points (in red and green). The unlabeled examples whose label is most uncertain given the current version
space are represented in blue.

data points, and queries the unlabeled examples where there is disagreement in
the committee. The process is depicted in Figure 2.7.
The authors point out that while the expected information gain is an attractive
method for selecting queries, it is not sufficient for guaranteeing a large reduction
in the expected prediction error. They are however able to prove that for certain
classes of learning problems QBC does indeed guarantee an exponential decrease
of the prediction error as a function of the number of queries. The proof is relatively
involved, but at a high level it involves two steps: proving that having a lower
bound on the information gain of the queries does guarantee a fast decrease in
the prediction error, and then proving that for a restricted family of parameterized
concept classes, the queries made by QBC have an expected information gain that
is guaranteed to be higher than a constant.
Freund et al. [27] also make a few observations about a possible algorithm for
minimizing the expected prediction error directly, instead of maximizing the expected information gain. They show that if two oracles Sample and Gibbs exist
that can provide unlabeled data points and sample hypotheses from the version
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space according to P, then one can select query points that will minimize the expected prediction error in more general situations. QBC is an efficient heuristic of
this more general algorithm, which is shown to be much more intensive computationally. A few years later, Roy and McCallum [76] successfully addressed some
of the computational issues and presented a working algorithm that uses Monte
Carlo sampling to estimate the expected prediction error directly, using the same
ideas as presented here. Their algorithm achieves important speedups by using
incremental training and several rounds of sampling.
While the guarantees of QBC are interesting in themselves, the algorithm has
few practical uses in the exact form in which it is presented. For most learning
problems in the real world, the hypothesis space does not contain the target concept, and even if it did, it would often be impossible to find a hypothesis that is
consistent with all the labeled data due to noise; as a result, the true version space
could be empty. Sampling from the version space is also an issue. In specific cases
(see McCallum and Nigam [49]) researchers use generative models and are able
to sample from the distributions over their parameters to obtain members of the
committee, but this is not a generally applicable solution.
In a slightly more general setting, one could use QBC with algorithms that are
randomized and that will reach different hypotheses even when presented with
the same training data (e.g. multilayer neural networks initialized randomly). For
those who intend to use a deterministic algorithms (such as logistic regression)
the solution is to apply one of the methods proposed by Abe and Mamitsuka [1]:
Query-by-Bagging (QBBAG) and Query-by-Boosting (QBBOOST), which are discussed in the next section.

4. Query-By-Bagging
As its name suggests, the Query-by-Bagging (QBBAG,[1]) algorithm is a combination of the Query-by-Committee algorithm with the bagging algorithm introduced by Breiman in [10]. The combination is proposed as a method for making
the QBC algorithm practical in the cases in which sampling from the true version
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space is not possible, and the target concept might actually not be contained in the
hypothesis space.
Bagging is a learning method (applicable for both classification and regression)
based on building a committee of learners on bootstrapped training data, and producing as output their averaged predictions. Bagging can be regarded as a variance
reduction technique.
Query-by-Bagging starts from the implicit observation that even if the target
concept is not contained in the hypothesis space and thus it is impossible to actually
sample hypotheses from the true version space, we can still obtain a hypothesis that
is in an approximation of the version space by training a learner on the available
data. The question of how to sample from this approximate version space still
remains valid, especially for deterministic learners. This is where bagging comes
into play.
Since each random subsample used to train committee members is obtained
by bootstrapping the original labeled data, all the committee members are trained
on slightly different data sets that have similar distributions to the original labeled
data set. As a result, the hypothesis produced by each member of the bagging
committee after training can also be considered a sample from the approximation
of the version space. These hypotheses can be used just as proposed in QBC, to
identify unlabeled examples with high expected information gain by measuring
the disagreement between the committee members. Since this time randomization
is introduced in the training set, QBBAG can be used with both deterministic and
stochastic classifiers.
In addition to Query-by-Bagging, Abe and Mamitsuka [1] also propose an algorithm called Query-by-Boosting, which a variant of QBC based on the boosting
algorithm [79].
Boosting is a very popular learning technique, which, somewhat similarly to
bagging, relies on combining a large number number of weak classifiers with relatively small learning capacity. The distinction from bagging comes from the fact
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that the members of the boosting committee are not trained using similar data distributions. Instead, boosting proceeds in an iterative fashion, and at each iteration
the training examples either all get reweighted such that the misclassified examples get higher weights, or a new set of training examples for the next stage is
obtained by sampling from a distribution that puts more probability mass over the
misclassified examples. Intuitively, the algorithm can be described as a method for
forcing the weak classifiers trained at different boosting stages to focus on classifying correctly the training examples which get misclassified by the previous stages.
It has been demonstrated [47] that the training and reweighting scheme used in
boosting is equivalent to performing gradient descent on an error function that exponentially penalizes misclassified examples, and that some other error functions
less susceptible to overfitting might actually be more appropriate [28].
The connection that the authors of [1] make between boosting and QBC is not
surprising, given their QBBAG approach: they propose to select for querying the
unlabeled examples which have the smallest margin when classified by the boosting algorithm trained on all the labeled data available. These are the examples
on which the weighted votes of the classifiers obtained from the different stages
of boosting are most equally split. If we consider the different weak classifiers to
be samples from an approximate version space, the examples with a small margin
would then be the ones who are expected to lead to the highest information gain
and thus reduce the version space at the fastest rate.
We believe that using boosting to sample from the version space is not a principled technique, because the members of the boosting committee are obtained
by training weak classifiers on different distributions over the training data which
would result in different version spaces. If we choose to look at boosting from a
higher level and consider it as a classifier for which the split in the votes of the committee is an indication of the classification confidence, then Query-by-Boosting can
be interpreted as an active learning method that queries the unlabeled data points
with the highest classification uncertainty, as estimated based on a single hypothesis from the approximation of the version space. We will discuss more on this topic
on the next section, in the context of uncertainty sampling.
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In addition to the weak theoretical basis for Query-by-Boosting, it is known
that the boosting algorithm has a tendency to overfit the training data when noise
is present in the labels. This is very often true in our domain, which leads us to believe QBBOOST would not perform well. Furthermore, the experiments presented
in [1] indicate that QBBAG and QBBOOST have similar performance in most cases,
and QBBAG slightly outperforms QBBOOST in others. As a result, we have chosen
not to include Query-by-Boosting in the experiments presented in this thesis.
An important choice for all active learning algorithms that use classifier committees to estimate the expected reduction in the size of the version space is the
metric used for measuring disagreement in the committee. In the seminal QBC paper [81], the authors only consider committees of two classifiers, and exploit the
infinite data stream model they use to obtain a simple rule for making queries: the
algorithm asks for a label whenever the two classifiers in the committee disagree.
For cases in which pool-based active learning is performed, such as in the QBBAG algorithm, an extension of the previous idea is to select for labeling the example on which the votes of the classifier committee are most evenly split [1]. A
more general solution was proposed by Argamon and Dagan [2] for the case in
which the members of the classifier committee might have multi-class outputs. For
committees consisting of k classifiers that can choose a class c from the set C, they
define the disagreement on example e by the vote entropy of the pool:

D(e) =

X V (c, e)
c∈C

k

log

V (c, e)
k

where V (c, e) is the number of members of the committee that assign the class
c to the example e. When sequential selection is performed on data from an infinite
stream, like in the QBC algorithm, Argamon and Dagan propose to either query
all the examples for which D(e) is about some threshold or to randomly select
an example for labeling based on the flip of a coin biased according to the vote
entropy –a higher vote entropy leading to a higher probability of selection. The
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two methods are called thresholded and randomized selection, respectively. For poolbased active learning is performed, the authors simply select the example with the
highest vote entropy value.
A limitation of the method proposed in [2] is that it ignores the additional information provided by classifiers with probabilistic outputs. In a binary (+, −)
classification problem where the output of the classifiers represents the probability of the + label, the vote entropy on an example on which a three member
committee produces outputs (0.51, 0.51, 0.49) is the same as if the outputs were
(0.99, 0.98, 0.01). The vote entropy score ignores the classification confidence information.
A solution to this limitation was introduced by McCallum and Nigam in [49],
where they suggested to use the KL-divergence-to-the-mean proposed in [65] as a
disagreement method. The KL-divergence-to-the-mean is defined as the average
of the KL-divergences between the posterior class distribution of each committee
member and the average posterior class distribution of the entire committee4 . If k
is the number of members in the QBBAG committee, x is an unlabeled example,
the KL-divergence-to-the-mean is defined as

k
1 X
D(Pm (C|x)||Pavg (C|x)),
k
m=1

where C is a random variable over the classes, Pm (C|x) is the posterior class
distribution of committee member m, and Pavg (C|x) is the average posterior class
distribution of the committee. The KL divergence between two distributions P1 (C)
and P2 (C) is given by

D(P1 (C)||P2 (C) =

|C|
X
j=1

P1 (cj ) log

P1 (cj )
P2 (cj )

where C is the set of classes, and P(cj ) is the probability the class label is j.
4

We will follow here the development from McCallum and Nigam [49]
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KL-divergence-to-the-mean correctly takes into account the confidences produced by classifiers with probabilistic outputs, and as a result is able to distinguish
between examples on which the classifier committee would output (0.51, 0.51, 0.49)
and (0.99, 0.98, 0.01).
Considering that the KL-divergence-to-the-mean is a more principled measure
of committee disagreement, we chosen it to replace the original method proposed
by Abe and Mamitsuka [1] for all our experiments involving the Query-by-Bagging
algorithm. We have also directly compared the performance of the algorithm using
vote entropy and the KL-divergence-to-the-mean, confirming that the more principled scoring method leads to better results.

5. Uncertainty Sampling
One of the best known active learning algorithms –which is also a heuristic alternative to QBC– is Uncertainty Sampling (US), a very simple algorithm proposed
by Lewis and Gale[45] in 1994. The uncertainty sampling algorithm requires using
a learner that can produce hopefully reasonable estimates of its prediction confidence. The classifier is trained on all the labeled data available, and then is applied
to all the unlabeled examples. The unlabeled data point that gets classified with
highest uncertainty (hence the name) is selected for querying (see Figure 2.8). As
we have indicated earlier, the Query-by-Boosting algorithm can be viewed as being
very similar to Uncertainty Sampling.
The motivation for uncertainty sampling comes from the desire to avoid having to sample classifiers from the version space. Lewis and Gale propose to approximate the classifier uncertainty (the confidence that one of the labels occurs given the
current version space) by the label uncertainty as estimated by the unique classifier
trained on all labeled data. As we show in Figure 2.9, this approach can work very
poorly when the classifier used underestimates its uncertainty. Consider a classifier
that randomly selects a hypothesis from the version space, and based on that single
hypothesis falsely indicates that it has a confidence of 90% in its classification of the
pink point (farther from the decision boundary than the blue one). In reality, given
29
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F IGURE 2.8. The Uncertainty Sampling algorithm fits a classifier to the
currently available labeled data (the red and green points), and selects for
querying the unlabeled data points that have the highest classification uncertainty, i.e. are closest to the decision boundary (the blue points).

F IGURE 2.9. The Uncertainty Sampling algorithm can work poorly if the
learning algorithm underestimates its uncertainty, because it ignores the
uncertainty in the classification boundary and only looks at the uncertainty in the label instead. Query-by-Committee would not be affected
by this problem.

the labeled data available, the uncertainty in the label of the pink point should be
larger than the one of the blue point. If a QBC committee analyzes the same problem with the same base learner, it is likely that more of the hypotheses it samples
from the version space disagree on the label of the pink example than on the blue
one, and as a result a more informative query will be made. This problem is also
acknowledged by Lewis and Gale [45].
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Texture

F IGURE 2.10. Co-Testing identifies unlabeled examples that are likely to
lead to great classification improvement as those that get classified differently by learners trained on different redundant views of the data. The
algorithm could either randomly select an example on which there is disagreement, or it could select the example on which the views disagree with
the highest confidence.

Since uncertainty sampling is such a well-known algorithm and is used in
many active learning publications as a baseline, we have decided to include it in
our experiments.

6. Co-Testing
A more interesting algorithm is Co-Testing (Muslea et al. [59]), an algorithm
that borrows the idea of using redundant views from Co-Training (Blum and Mitchell
[9]) and adapts it to the active learning domain. According to the authors, “a domain has redundant views if there are at least two mutually exclusive sets of features that can be used to learn the target concept”. Since in our domain of interest
one often uses different sensing modalities for perception, we have considered the
features extracted from the different sensors to be our views. Thus, in our experiments we will classify obstacles based on “color”, “texture” or “laser” views, for
example.
The algorithm works by training the different views on the available training
data, and classifying the unlabeled data in all the views. The set of examples on
which the views disagree represents the pool of potential labeling candidates (see
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Figure 2.10), and different flavors of Co-Testing exist for selecting one query out of
this pool. The authors claim that the most efficient gains can be obtained by querying contention points on which the views disagree most strongly, but they present
experimental results in which they simply choose one contention point randomly.
Comparing Co-Testing to Uncertainty Sampling, Muslea et al.[59] show that by using multiple views their algorithm can be more aggressive than US by querying
contention points on which the algorithms are most confident, which increases the
probability of a large effect in at least one of the views. For comparison to QBC,
the authors construct a learning problem which is PAC learnable but on which
QBC fails with high probability while Co-Testing succeeds in very few steps. In
the experimental results presented without confidence bars, Co-Testing seems to
generally perform quite similarly to QBBAG and QBBOOST.
We have chosen to include Co-Testing in the set of algorithms we analyzed,
mostly due to the fact that in the obstacle detection domain it is often the case that
multiple views of the data (even if not redundant) are available.

7. Other Active Learning Algorithms
As it is often the case when a relatively large research area needs to be condensed to a few algorithms while also taking into account domain constraints, there
are a number of very interesting active learning algorithms we have left out of our
discussion and experiments. Most of the algorithms we presented can be related
quite directly to the QBC algorithm and its sampling approach to determining the
splits induced in the version space by each unlabeled example, so we will now
discuss two slightly different techniques.
In 2000, Tong and Koller[86] have proposed an active learning algorithm which
attempts to more directly estimate the reduction in the size of version space by exploiting properties of support vector machines (SVMs, [88]). They start by assuming that the training data is linearly separable in the induced feature space produced by the kernel employed by the SVM; this assumption is reasonable, given
that most kernels project the data in a higher dimensional space. The authors then
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show that the hyperplane produced by the regular SVM training algorithm corresponds to a parameter vector at the center of the largest radius hypersphere that
can be fully embedded in the version space. They also show that each training example represents a hyperplane in the parameters space, and that the version space
is given by the intersection of all the hyperplanes generated by the training data.
The training examples whose corresponding hyperplanes touch the hypersphere
are support vectors, and the radius of the hypersphere is the margin of the SVM.
Based on this observation, Tong and Koller propose three variations of learning algorithms. The first, called “Simple Margin”, tries to identify the unlabeled
example which corresponds to the hyperplane that is closest to the center of the
maximum radius hypersphere. A second version, called “MinMax Margin”, is trying to alleviate the assumption made by the “Simple Margin” algorithm, which
is that the version space is relatively symmetric. Since each hyperplane (i.e. unlabeled example) that splits the version space in two, “MinMax Margin” tries to
select an unlabeled example such that after the maximum radius hypersphere is fit
in each section, the minimum of the two radii is maximized. A slight variation of
“MinMax Margin” is “MaxRatio Margin”, which instead looks at the ratio of the
two hypersphere radii.
Although Tong and Koller present relatively good results compared to random
sub-sampling in the text classification domain, we chose not to experiment with
their methods because they depend on the use of SVMs, which are still impractical
to train on data sets of the size that we are interested in. Nevertheless, we consider
the algorithms proposed in [86] well principled and an important contribution to
the field.
The last active learning method we would like to discuss is the one proposed
by Roy and McCallum in [76]. The authors point out that most of the existing active
learning algorithms attempt to reduce the size of the version space, but they do not
consider the true evaluation criterion, which is the reduction in the error rate on
future test examples. While most other researches discarded this criterion from
the start because of the large computational requirements expected [27], Roy and
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McCallum demonstrate that the approach can be made practical through the use of
Monte-Carlo sampling and learning algorithms that have very efficient incremental
training. Presented very succinctly, their algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. consider all unlabeled examples x in the pool as query candidates
2. for each unlabeled example, consider all its possible labels y
3. temporarily add the (x, y) pair to the labeled data set, and train a classifier
on it
4. using the probability distributions induced by the classifier over the labels
of all the unlabeled data, estimate the expected future loss5 if the example
x is labeled and it receives label y.
5. the losses expected for the different labels y of the current example x are
accumulated using the distribution over y produced by a classifier trained
on the “truly” labeled data set (without the example x and its guessed
labels. This will give the loss expected if the example x is selected for
labeling.
6. select for labeling the example for which the decrease in the expected loss
is the largest.
As presented here, the algorithm would be impractical due to the amount
of computation required, but two different rounds of sampling can help control
the computational complexity. First, the authors argue that the pool of candidate
queries (the unlabeled data set) can be reduced by random sub-sampling, or some
other form of pre-filtering. Secondly, when estimating the expected loss after labeling a specific instance, one could again subsample the pool. The authors also show
that although frequent retraining of the classifier is required, only a single training
example is added at each time, which means that their active learning algorithm
could benefit greatly from using learners with efficient incremental re-training procedures, such as Naı̈ve Bayes or SVMs. Similarly to the authors of [86], Roy and
McCallum present good results on typical text classification data sets of approximately 1000 documents.

5

The authors present derivations for both log-loss and the 0/1 loss
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We consider this algorithm to be one of the most elegant and well founded active learning algorithms, but for the reasons we presented in Figure 2.6 (page 18),
we believe it would perform very poorly in our domain: the outdoor perception
problem often results in extremely unbalanced class priors, which would make
both sub-sampling steps required for efficiency very unlikely to result in meaningful estimates. Furthermore, we would like our active learning algorithms to relatively easily extend to very large data sets of hundreds of thousands of examples,
which is not the case of the one described in [76].
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1. Unlabeled Data Filtering

W

E have presented a number of active learning algorithms which all try

to reduce the uncertainty in the location of the decision boundary.
There is one aspect, common to all the approaches we described,

which has been completely ignored so far: their initialization.
Any typical active learning algorithm needs to be initialized with some small
amount of labeled data, which is required before being able to reason about decision boundaries, version spaces and expected losses, as we have shown in the
previous section. The initialization data is a very important factor for the degree
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Data
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labeled
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Train
Classifier(s)
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unlabeled
data

Select “important”
examples

Apply classifier(s)
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F IGURE 3.1. A pictorial representation of a typical active learning algorithm. In this diagram, the initialization problem is solved by performing
random sampling.
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of success that can be expected from the future active learning rounds. If, for example, the initial estimate of the version space is completely wrong, it is irrelevant
what technique is used for reducing its size: the active learning algorithm will still
perform poorly.
As a result, the question of how the initialization data is selected is very important. For the majority of the active learning algorithms proposed in the literature,
the solution adopted is the one represented in Figure 3.1, which is to randomly
sample a few unlabeled examples from the large pool available, label and then use
them for initialization. In a few other cases, a human expert selects manually the
examples that are to be used for initialization.
For the problem domain in which we are interested to use active learning, neither of the two solutions is practical. Randomly selecting data for initialization will
fail for the same reasons for which random sub-sampling is not a general solution
for data set reduction1 : for very unbalanced data sets, it is likely to obtain a sample
whose distribution is dramatically different from the one of the initial, large data
set. For example, for an “obstacle”/”non-obstacle” classification problem that is
highly unbalanced, random sub-sampling could generate an initialization set that
only contains “non-obstacle” examples. In such cases, the performance of any active learning algorithm is necessarily bad. This situation occurred frequently in our
experiments.
Manually selecting data for initialization avoids this type of problems, but it
does not scale well. For very large data sets, it can be very inefficient to have a
human expert analyze the data and guess which examples would lead to good
active learning performance. Furthermore, one of the key goals of our research
is to make the use of learning based systems possible for users with very little
training. Being able to reason about the impact of the data used for initialization
on the future performance of the system is certainly outside of the scope of tasks
that can be performed with very little training.

1

see Section 1 on page 13
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F IGURE 3.2. The majority of the classification problems encountered in
mobile robotics applications consist of unbalanced data sets where the
most frequent class (for example, “non-obstacles”) has a representation in
the feature space that is quite compact and thus densely populated. The
examples from the infrequent class tend to appear in very sparsely populated regions of the feature space.

The solution we propose for the initialization problem is the Unlabeled Data
Filtering algorithm (UDF [18]). The observation that led to the development and
testing of UDF was the fact that in most classification problems of interest in the
mobile robotics domain, we are confronted with unbalanced data sets which have
the additional property that the most frequent class is usually quite compact.
This situation, depicted in Figure 3.2, occurs because a high percentage of any
data set recorded with a mobile robot contains examples of the terrain the vehicle
can safely drive over: roads, fields of grass, small forest vegetation. Given the relatively uniform appearance of these types of terrain compared to the highly variant
signature that obstacles could have, we hypothesized that most of the content of
our large, unlabeled data sets was redundant. In order to learn the appearance of
a field of grass, for example, one only needs to see a few examples that cover well
the region of the feature space corresponding to the “grass” class. There is no benefit to be gained from obtaining labels for massive amounts of additional “grass”
data that projects to the same region of the feature space, which is already populated. On the other hand, when we observe an unlabeled example whose signature
in the feature space is significantly different from the rest of the data, we can hypothesize that it corresponds either to some type of obstacle or to some new type
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for sparse regions!

Additional data not critical
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(c)
F IGURE 3.3. The Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm. (a) At time T , some
amount of data (all the points in the figure) is already selected for labeling.
(b) At time T + 1, new data is observed. Each data point is projected into
the feature space. (c) The data points projecting into regions of the feature
space that are already densely populated are ignored, while the rest are
added to the set of data points selected for future labeling.

of “grass” that has not yet been observed, and we would like to query for its label.
This simple intuition, represented graphically in Figure 3.3, is all that is required
for understanding the UDF algorithm.
As its name suggests, we consider UDF more of a filtering method than an active learning algorithm, although we have obtained interesting results when using
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1. One or more data points are randomly selected for initialization, and
added to the initially empty data set of points selected for labeling, S.
2. For as many iterations as data points we want to select for labeling
a For each unlabeled example x from the unlabeled data pool U , estimate
pS (x), the density function induced by the set of selected points S over
the feature space at location x
b Select for labeling the unlabeled data point xmin , where xmin =
min∀x∈U pS (x)
c Set S = S ∪ xmin and set U = U \ xmin
F IGURE 3.4. Pseudo-code for the Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm. Notice that unlike typical active learning algorithms, UDF is quite insensitive
to the initialization data set: some data is only required so that the first
estimation of the density function pS (x) is valid.

it as a stand-alone active learning technique. UDF’s filtering scheme is trying to
uniformly spread data over the entire feature space, by selecting data points in the
least densely populated regions of the feature space. Equivalently, we could say
UDF filters the data points that provide information that is likely to be redundant
with what is already in the selected data set. It is important to notice that although
UDF selects data points for labeling, the labels of the selected examples are not
used at all by the algorithm: only the location in the feature space of the data points
is important. Unlike a typical active learning algorithm which continuously adapts
its behavior based on the result of the queries it makes, UDF can be used as a completely non-interactive method that selects an entire batch of data for labeling at a
later time. The steps of the algorithm are enumerated in Figure 3.4.
As one would expect, the challenging part of our algorithm consists in reliably
and efficiently estimating the data density in various regions of the feature space.
Several standard techniques are available for this purpose, and the ones we considered are kernel density estimation (KDE) and mixture models, such as mixtures
of Gaussians (MoGs)[7, 20].
Kernel Density Estimation is a non-parametric probability density modeling
technique, also known as Parzen window estimation. Assuming that a random sample x1 , . . . , xN is drawn from a probability density fX (x) and that we are interested
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in the value of the probability density function at location x, the estimate provided
by KDE is

N

(3.1)

1 X
Kλ (x0 , xi )
fˆX (x0 ) =
Nλ
i=1

where Kλ (x0 , xi ) is kernel function whose value decreases as the distance between x0 and xi increases. The parameter λ, the bandwidth of the kernel, controls
how fast the value of the kernel function decreases. In essence, the KDE estimate
is a weighted count of the data points in a neighborhood of x0 , where the points
closer to x0 receive more weight. There are many possible options for the kernel
function, but the kernel choice is in general less important than choosing the right
bandwidth, which controls the trade-off between bias and variance of the KDE estimate. In our experiments, we use the Gaussian kernel, and we search for the
optimal bandwidth setting using cross-validation.
Another way to look at kernel density estimation is to consider that a (Gaussian) kernel is placed over each one of the points xi in our data set, and their contributions at location x0 are averaged. This interpretation of KDE makes it easy to
connect it to the estimation methods based on mixture models: in the case of a mixture of Gaussians, we attempt to model the density function fX (x) using less than
one Gaussian per data point. A mixture of Gaussians model with M components
estimates the density at a point x0 as

(3.2)

fˆX (x) =

M
X

wm φ(x; µm , Σm )

m=1

where wm ,µm and Σm are the weight, mean and covariance matrix of the mth
Gaussian. Unlike kernel density estimation, mixture models require a fitting step
in which the parameters of each Gaussian in the mixture model are estimated, and
their weights are computed. The algorithm of choice for fitting mixture models is
Expectation-Maximization [17].
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Although both kernel density estimation and mixture models can be used with
the UDF algorithm, their properties makes them fit for slightly different types of
data sets. Compared to mixture models, kernel density estimation has the advantage that no fitting process is required, and it is not necessary to select a number of mixture components to use. The only tunable parameter is the bandwidth,
which can generally be chosen without too much difficulty using cross-validation.
For mixture models, one has to choose the number of components, and then fit
the model using an algorithms which only find a local minimum. Determining
the “optimal” number of mixture components through cross-validation is certainly
possible, but given the risk of having EM converge to a bad local minimum, it is
usually necessary to perform a large number of fits which can be time consuming.
Despite this challenging fitting process, mixture models require far less computation for each estimate of fˆX (x) than kernel density estimation: O(M ), where
M is the number of mixture components, instead of O(N ), where N is the number
of data points. Especially for large data sets, the difference becomes very important.
The choice between KDE and MoGs becomes a choice between having a cheap
fitting process but computationally expensive density estimates (KDE), or an expensive fitting process and cheap density estimates (MoGs). Since the fitting process is only required when new data is added to the set of data points selected for
labeling, the factors that influence the KDE/MoG choice are the following:
• the larger the number of data points that we want to select for labeling,
the more attractive KDE is.
• the larger the pool of unlabeled data to be considered, the more attractive
MoG is.
We have performed UDF experiments with both KDE and MoGs, and for the
data sets we considered we preferred to use kernel density estimation. The performance of the UDF algorithm does not heavily depend the density modeling choice.
The speed of the algorithms was sufficient for our purposes, and several types of
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specialized data structures can be employed for achieving significant speed-up factors [31, 54].
There is an additional challenge in estimating density functions, which affects
both methods: the high dimensionality of the input space. Although it is not intuitively obvious, it can be demonstrated [7] that as the dimensionality of the input
space increases, almost all the points in a data set will be very far from each other.
This curse of dimensionality makes both KDE and MoGs unusable in high dimensions.2 In our problem domain, the feature vectors used for classification are often high dimensional, since they typically include features extracted from several
sensing modalities. The solution we employed for addressing the dimensionality
issues was the standard procedure of compressing the data using principal component analysis (PCA). We will discuss in more detail the effects of the dimensionality
reduction step in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4.
The Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm is the connection between our work
and data mining. The idea of using some form of probability density estimation in
order to identify sparsely populated regions of some feature space is certainly not
new: it is in fact a standard technique in the anomaly detection literature. Points
that are located in regions where the density of data points is small can be interesting for many reasons, depending on the space in which they are defined and
on the distance metric used. If each data point is a normalized string of tokens
representing the UNIX commands typed by a user, one could use the minimum
string distance from some set of sample “valid” sessions as an indicator for illegal
use of a computer account (see for example [44]). If the data points are vectors describing autoregressive models fit to different portions of a time-series, the distance
between a vector describing the most recent data and the vectors corresponding to
already observed patterns can be used for discovering anomalous regimes in multivariate time-series [5]. Many other applications exist, as varied as data cleaning
or detecting employers with poor injury histories.

2

The number of dimensions where difficulties start occurring depends on the size of the data set, but
is quite low: five or six dimensions are already very challenging.
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The approach that is closest in spirit to ours3 was described by Pelleg and
Moore in [64]. Their application of interest is the retrieval of interesting data patterns from huge data sets of telescope images. Other than their overwhelming size,
the data sets of interest are characterized by a small number of anomalies (0.1%
of the data), representing data that is not well described by existing theories and
models. Of these anomalies, 99% correspond to imaging artifacts (referred to as
“boring” anomalies), while 1% (0.001% of the original data set) represent “useful”
anomalies, corresponding to objects worthy of further research. The authors are
interested in identifying the 0.001% of the data that should be presented to astrophysicists for further analysis. They start from the assumption that it is easy to
separate all the anomalies (the boring and useful ones) from the rest of the data,
since they do not fit well the existing models. The problem of interest is to sort
the anomalies in such a way that the “useful” anomalies are likely to be presented
earlier to the user. To do this, they apply the typical pool-based active learning
framework in batch mode.
After careful consideration of the paper, it is our understanding that the input
data available for labeling is all the data set, not only the anomalies. The authors
argue that the human expert can easily label data with a lot more detail than just
“interesting/non-interesting”. Instead, the expert can categorize the regular data,
and identify the specific cause of the anomalies. Of course, this approach can be
always scaled down to a “interesting/non-interesting” problem. From this point
on the authors no longer refer to the problem of discriminating between interesting
and boring anomalies: they only have a large active learning problem, and hope
that examples from one of the classes –the interesting anomalies– will be selected
as queries sooner rather than later.
What makes Pelleg and Moore’s approach very similar to ours is that they are
also confronted with an active learning problem where the classes are extremely
unbalanced. Similarly to our very own experience, they state that
“in data sets with the rare categories property, this [using random sampling for initializing active learning, n.n.] no longer
3

But developed completely independently, we believe
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holds, and much of our effort is an attempt to remedy this situation”.
Our approaches for addressing this problem are quite different, however. First,
Pelleg and Moore start from the entire unlabeled data set and use semi-supervised
learning to model the joint labeled and unlabeled portions of it at each iteration
using a mixture of Gaussians. In UDF, when computing the kernel density estimate
at new data points, we only use the data that was selected for labeling until the
current iteration. This, we believe, is an important difference we will return to
later.
After fitting a mixture of Gaussians to all the data, the authors ask a human
expert to label the 35 strangest examples, where “strange” is defined based on a
few different metrics:
• Choosing points with low likelihood, as determined by the mixture of
Gaussians
• Choosing ambiguous points, which are points disputed by the different
classes
• Combining (alternating between) unlikely and ambiguous points
• Interleaving, a method based on “dissociating” the different components
of the Gaussian mixture model.
One can easily recognize the first option as equivalent to what UDF does (except for the different manner of estimating the probability density function) and
the second as a version of Uncertainty Sampling4 . Using artificially generated data,
the authors show that the first three methods can fail to query for points from an
interesting cluster until almost all other data points are labeled. This is clearly undesirable for the type of real data they are interested in using.
The interleave algorithm they propose, admittedly without “further theoretical justification”, is a novel approach consisting in departing from the way in
which the mixture of Gaussians is typically used to estimate the likelihood of the
4

In the paper, the authors also mention a similarity “in spirit” with the Query-by-Committee algorithm, which we believe is quite different
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points. Instead of using all the mixture components with their respective weights
to compute the likelihood at any data point, Pelleg and Moore propose to use only
the component that “owns” the data point to identify anomalies. Then, to create
a list of anomalies to present to the user, they iterate through all the components
of the Gaussian mixture, and select from each component the data point that has
the lowest likelihood, as computed based on that unique component. The paper
presents results on both artificial and real data sets. On the five real data sets presented, the interleave algorithm performs:
• similarly to global low likelihood selection (1 time)
• slightly worse than global low likelihood selection (1 time)
• similarly to the alternation between ambiguous and low likelihood points
(1 time)
• better than low likelihood selection (1 time)
Since only one run of the algorithms is presented on each data set without confidence intervals, it is essentially not possible to draw any strong conclusions about
the different methods. Assuming that the authors’ conclusion that the “local” low
likelihood selection method (the interleave algorithm) is better than the global
one is correct, our belief is that the explanation rests in the fact that global selection
tends to select more extreme anomalies, while the “local” method has a chance to
select anomalies that are not as extreme. Logically, one would expect anomalies
generated by artifacts in the imaging process to be more extreme than anomalies
corresponding to new stellar objects. Our hypothesis is very much reinforced by
the authors’ comment that they found it to be beneficial to add a uniform-density
“background” component to the Gaussian mixture, that “nominates hints more often than any other component”. We cannot help noticing that nominating hints
from a uniform density over the feature space –essentially ignoring the high density clusters of data points– is precisely what our Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm
does.
We will conclude this protracted discussion of the relation between UDF and
anomaly detection by simply restating the main characteristic of our algorithm:
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although it uses the same “tool” as anomaly detection, which is density estimation,
UDF does not look for anomalies, but instead tries to uniformly cover the feature
space with data points. This difference comes from the fact that in UDF we only
model the density of the points already selected for labeling (in our case), while
anomaly detection models the density of the entire data set available.

2. The Data Block Constraint
We have presented several active learning algorithms, which, once initialized,
should in theory be effective at reducing the amount of labeled data required to
achieve good predictive performance. We have also proposed an algorithm for
generating good initialization data sets. It might seem we are ready to evaluate the
applicability of the active learning approach to the obstacle detection domain, but
in reality one last challenge prevents us from doing so: the data block constraint. To
introduce this concept, we need to present a few details about the structure of our
obstacle detection system.
Although the purpose of obstacle detection is to identify the 3-D locations that
need to be avoided by a vehicle, the classification in the “obstacle”/”non-obstacle”
classes does not take place at the voxel level in our case. Instead, using range data
and known 3-D transforms between the different sensors on the vehicle, all the data
is projected in the frame of one of our imaging sensors, as described in Figure 3.5.
The motivation for the choice of performing the labeling and classification in 2D, at the image level, is convenience: it is easier and faster for a human to analyze
a color image and identify the regions that correspond to obstacles, than to look
at point clouds, orient them correctly and then try to identify and mark the 3-D
regions that should be avoided. Our impressive capability of quickly identifying
obstacles in 2-D images comes from the fact that this is the precise task that the
human visual system has been tuned to perform well over millions of years; our
experience with 3-D point clouds is much shorter.
As we show in Figure 3.6, working in the image frame has the additional benefit that the labeling process is very simple: the human expert needs to only circle
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Is this image patch
part of an obstacle?

Is this voxel part of
an obstacle?
3D
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F IGURE 3.5. The problem of interest is to distinguish between 3-D locations that are traversable or not. In order to render the labeling process
convenient, we project all the data from the 3-D world into the frame of
one of our imaging sensors, transforming the task of classifying 3-D voxels into the task of classifying 2-D image patches. The range measurements
about the scene and the known 3-D transforms between the frames of the
different sensors make it possible move between the voxel and patch representations.

F IGURE 3.6. The labeling process in the image frame is easy: the human
expert only needs to (approximately) trace the contour of the classes of
interest that are represented in the image (left). Once a label image is generated, the color and label images are split into a grid of patches, and the
feature vector x extracted from the sensor measurements associated with
each patch in the color image gets associated with the label y extracted
from the corresponding label patch.

regions that correspond to the different classes of interest5 . Both the color and the
label images get split into a grid of patches, and the feature vector x extracted from
all the sensor data associated with each color patch can be associated with the target label t indicated by the corresponding label patch. Thus, from labeling a single
image, a large number of training examples (x, t) can be extracted. At run time, the
trained classifier is presented with new feature vectors xi and produces the corresponding predictions yi . Using the range information associated with each patch,
these predictions can subsequently be mapped back to the 3-D world.
5

for example with a tablet device
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F IGURE 3.7. The contextual information contained in an image is crucial
for the ability of a human expert to label patches. Just based on their visual
appearance alone, it is difficult to label the tree patch as “obstacle” and the
ground patch as “non-obstacle”. As a result, every time labeling takes
place, an entire image must be presented to the expert, with the benefit
that a large number of image patches get labeled at once.

The fact that labeling takes place at the image level but the classification process
at the patch level is a problem for active learning algorithms, because they operate
at the same level as the classifier and thus propose patch queries instead of image
queries for labeling. For the reasons illustrated in Figure 3.7, the human expert
will still need to be presented with an image to label, despite that fact the active
learning method only makes a patch proposal. As a result, some method for going
from patch interest scores (an output of most active learning methods) to images is
required.
The fact that there is some structure in the unlabeled data set (the images)
which links certain data points (patches in our case) together, is what we refer to
as the data block constraint on active learning: algorithms need to choose between
fixed groups of data points, although they reason about individual examples. This
situation is depicted in Figure 3.8.
Given that active learning produces an “interest” score for each unlabeled
patch, a simple solution for the data block constraint would be to always label
the image that contains the most “interesting” patch. The problem is that this approach can work poorly because often, the most unusual data patterns observed
are outliers caused by various data artifacts. If one is only using color information,
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A patch

A data block

F IGURE 3.8. The Data Block Constraint: the unlabeled data has a fixed
structure that is above the level considered by the active learning algorithms. Active learning typically reasons about individual or unstructured
batches of points, whereas in this case there are several fixed blocks of data
from which one needs to be selected for labeling. Generally, all the data
points in the selected block will receive labels in one labeling step.

for example, we would not want to label an image just because a spot of specular
reflection appears somewhere in the image. Furthermore, only basing the interest
score of an image on its most interesting patch would prevent us from distinguishing between a scene containing a single obstacle and one with several.
As we have argued in [18], the opposite alternative, which is to average the
interest scores over the entire image, is also undesirable: high-interest patches corresponding to small obstacles could get overwhelmed by large amounts of uninteresting patches. A good example to think of is an image of a rock on a golf course:
most patches in a picture correspond to the relatively uniform (and thus not very
interesting) grass, while a few come from the obstacle.
To balance between these undesired options, we propose two solutions: to
aggregate the patch interest measures over some small and fixed amount of patches
(usually 1-3% of the available patches in any image), or to dynamically determine
the number and identity of patches determining the score.
The first solution addresses the outlier problem by accumulating the interest
measure over several of the highest scoring image patches. In Figure 3.9 we have a
stream of image data blocks, and, at the bottom, a representation of a common image patch queue containing all the image patches in the unlabeled data set, sorted
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F IGURE 3.9. Aggregating the interest score of each image over a fixed
number of patches. All the image patches in the unlabeled data set are
labeled and sorted in a common queue represented at the bottom of the
figure. The patches from the common queue are then assigned, in order, to
the images they originate from. The process is repeated until the individual queue of each image contains at least K patches, and their scores can
be averaged. The image with the highest average gets selected for labeling. Note that instead of sorting the entire set of unlabeled data patches,
one can equivalently sort the scores of the patches extracted from each image.

by the interest score assigned to them by the active learning algorithm6 . Instead of
simply selecting for labeling the image containing the patch at the top of the queue,
we define instead an empty patch queue for each of the images in our data set, and
proceed with the following algorithm:
1. Pop the image patch that is at in front of the common sorted queue, and
place it in the queue of the image that it originated from.
2. Repeat the process until all the image data blocks contain at least K patches
in their queue.
3. Compute the accumulated interest score of each image in the unlabeled
set by averaging over the K interest patches in its corresponding queue.
4. Select for labeling the image with the highest accumulated interest score.
Notice that although the accumulation algorithm we presented requires a sorting step involving all the data points in the unlabeled set, in reality this expensive
step can be avoided: since after sorting the patches are distributed in the order of
6

Let us assume for now that sorting the few million patches in our data sets is not a problem.
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the score to their corresponding source images, we could achieve the exact same
configuration of the image queues by performing many small local sorts that only
involve the data from one image. As a result, this simple algorithm scales well to
very large data sets. The only parameter that needs to be manually chosen is K,
the number of patches over which we aggregate the score. Our experiments have
shown that identifying a good setting of K is not difficult: a relatively wide range
of values result in equally good performance.
Although the accumulation scheme we have just described works very well in
practice, the fact that we are aggregating interest scores over a fixed number of image patches without any spatial constraints imposed can be bothersome: we could
very well compose the scores of patches with high interest scores corresponding to
an obstacle with patches of non-interesting grass that are located at various locations across the image (see Figure 3.10). In this case, we would suffer on a smaller
scale from the same problem that makes it undesirable to accumulate scores over
the entire image: the high scores of the “obstacle” patches can be be overwhelmed
by data with lower interest scores.
The solution we propose for this problem is to take into account spatial constraints between the image patches whose scores get combined: intuitively, patches
that are not near each other do not correspond to the same object and should not
be combined. In Figure 3.10(a) we present an image of a scene containing a very
small obstacle on a field of grass. In the upper-right image we show in red the image patches whose scores get combined when we force the algorithm to use eight
patches to compute the image score. As predicted, the method selects the two interesting patches corresponding to the small obstacle, but then continues to select six
more grass patches with much lower scores, that are spread over the image. The result we would prefer is to only accumulate the scores of the patches corresponding
to the obstacle, as shown in the lower-right image in Figure 3.10(a).
We choose to impose spatial constraints by segmenting the score image represented by a 2-D lattice of the same dimensions as the patch grid, in which the value
at each site is given by the interest score assigned by the active learning algorithm
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No spatial constraints

With spatial constraints

Interesting

Not interesting

(a)

Interest score image

Segmented interest score image

(b)
F IGURE 3.10. Aggregating the interest score over a region of variable size.
(a) The image on the left contains a small obstacle (upper left corner) in
a grass field. When the aggregation scheme we described previously is
forced to select eight patches for averaging, the method selects the two
patches with high interest scores corresponding to the obstacle, but also
six low-scoring grass patches in a spatially discontinuous configuration
(upper-right image). Ideally, we would only like to take the patches corresponding to the obstacle into account (lower-right image). (b) The image score corresponding to the color image in (a). Darker values indicate
patches that received a higher interest score. Using the Mean-shift algorithm, we segment the score image and select for aggregation the segment
with the highest average interest score. In this case, this corresponds to the
obstacle region.

to the corresponding patch (see Figure 3.10(b)). The segmentation step will insure
that groups of image patches that (a) receive similar interest scores and (b) are geometrically contiguous get clustered together. Once the segmentation step is completed, the scores of the patches belonging to each image cluster can be averaged,
and the image score can be chosen as the highest scoring average.
In our experiments, we chose to segment the 2-D lattices using Mean Shift[12],
which is a well known and relatively robust algorithm used in the computer vision field for edge-preserving smoothing and segmentation. Mean-shift requires
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the manual setting of three more parameters. In our experimental section, we will
discuss their sensitivity, and the importance of imposing spatial constraints in general.
To conclude this discussion, we would like to point out that the data block
constraint does not only appear because of our decision to perform the labeling
and classification steps in the frame of one of our imaging sensors. Even if one
chooses to perform all the steps directly in the 3-D voxel domain, a human expert
will still have to be presented with data from more than a single voxel in order to
be able to correctly identify its class. It is also the case than once presented with
several voxels of 3-D data, it is easy to label several of them at the same time. This
is exactly the data block constraint, only that it is now applied to data points that
are voxels instead of patches.
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this section, we will present the outcome of a comprehensive analysis of the

performance and applicability of the active learning techniques we described
to the problem of outdoor perception for mobile robots. The section is struc-
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1. Questions to Answer
As we have already indicated in the introduction, our research at the intersection of the active learning and mobile robotics communities is motivated primarily
by a pressing need to render several supervised learning techniques practical for
robotics applications. As a result, the most important question to investigate is
whether the active learning “promise” holds at all in this domain. To the best of
our knowledge, this effort is the first that investigates this important question.

CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To determine if active learning techniques are effective in our domain, we
need to compare them to random and human performance. Is there anything to
be gained by reasoning about the distribution of the pool of unlabeled data, compared to simply selecting data randomly for labeling? Even if this is the case, is the
efficiency of any active learning algorithm comparable to that of a human expert, if
we assume the human can analyze all the unlabeled data and manually select data
for labeling?
An interesting question is also whether the active learning algorithms that
seem more principled (such as QBBAG) perform best in our domain. We have
introduced the Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm as a solution to the initialization problem affecting most active learning algorithms. How effective is UDF at
solving this problem ? Can it also be used as an unusual active learning algorithm
? If so, how does its performance compare to the one of the standard approaches ?
We have argued that the data block constraint sets our problem domain outside the realm of mainstream active learning applications. It is interesting to determine how successful the two solutions we proposed are, and how their efficiencies
compare.
Last but not least, we need to determine if the methods we propose have good
scaling properties: for our solutions to be practical, they need to be applicable to
truly large data sets.
These are the types of questions we intend to answer in this section. At a high
level, we hope to provide enough information to allow colleagues from our domain
to estimate the applicability and robustness of the methods we presented.

2. The Data
The complexity and variation of the real world make it close to impossible to
produce synthetic data that is of any use for outdoor perception problems. We have
focused from the beginning on working with real-world data logs, the majority of
which we collected using a CMU developed autonomous tractor. Although we
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F IGURE 4.1. The autonomous tractor (center) and its sensors: a pair of
high-resolution digital color cameras, two mechanically scanned SICK
laser range finders, a steering potentiometer, a Doppler radar, four wheel
encoders, a DGPS unit and three-axis optical gyro inertial measurement
unit.

have performed active learning experiments with data collected with other platforms [18], we will only present here results obtained with data from the tractor.
To insure that our observations are not likely to be related to the use of a particular
vehicle platform, we perform most of the experiments on data extracted from three
different subsets of the sensing modalities available.
The vehicle is equipped with the sensors presented in Figure 4.1 and an additional thermal infrared camera. The 3-D information from the laser range finders
was projected into the frame of one of the color cameras, such that for each patch in
the color image grid we had a list of 3-D points that projected into it. In the reverse
direction, 3-D models enhanced with color information can easily be generated (see
Figure 4.2). Having a precise position estimate makes it possible to accumulate 3D measurements over several seconds, and recompute their projections into the
image grid each time a new color image is available.
The 1280x960 color images are split into a 40x30 grid, resulting in patches of
32x32 pixels. The features we extract for each patch (see Figure 4.3) are the following:
Color: We represent each image patch in the perceptually uniform CIE LUV
color space1 . For each one the three color channels we compute the mean
1

“Perceptually uniform” means that two colors that are equally distant (in the Cartesian sense) in the
color space are equally distant perceptually.
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F IGURE 4.2. A 3-D model of a car built with our laser range finders. The
calibration between the color cameras and the lasers allowed us to enhance
the range measurements with color information.

Color Features

Texture Features

Stereo Features

Infrared Features

Laser Features

F IGURE 4.3. The feature vectors extracted from the data modalities available for each patch. The different feature vectors get concatenated in a
larger feature vector x that represents the input to our learners and active
learning methods.

and standard deviation over each patch, resulting in a six-dimensional
feature vector. In all the experiments we present, we chose to ignore the
mean value of the luminance channel (L), in order to make the color feature vector more robust to changes in illumination. Note that although
a color calibration target is always visible in the images we recorded, we
did not use any color constancy algorithm for the experimental results
presented in this document.
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F IGURE 4.4. The division scheme that is applied to the FFT representations of our patches. Each patch is divided in concentric annular regions
of increasing radii, corresponding to increasing frequencies (LEFT) and in
wedges at different orientations, corresponding to the dominating orientations of the texture in the patch (RIGHT).

Texture: To extract texture features, we start from the frequency domain representation of each patch. The FFT image of the patch is split into several
annular regions and wedges, as represented in Figure 4.4. The means and
standard deviations of the absolute values of the responses in each region
(ring or wedge) represent our texture features.
The intuition behind this representation came from the FFT domain representation of a bank of steered Gabor filters [26]. A Gabor filter looks
like a Fourier basis element multiplied by a Gaussian, which means that
the FFT representation of a Gabor filter is essentially a spot at a given frequency and orientation. As a result, our texture feature extraction scheme
can be considered to be somewhat equivalent to convolving the original
image patches with a bank of oriented Gabor filters. In our experiments
we have used six scales and six orientations, which gives us a twenty-four
dimensional texture feature vector for each patch.
Laser: As we have previously mentioned, each patch is associated with a
list of 3-D points (laser range measurements) which project into it. The
features we extract from these points are the average height in the vehicle
frame, and the standard deviations in the vertical, forward and lateral
directions. The motivation for using the standard deviations is that we
believe they can be effective at discriminating between classes such as flat
ground (small standard deviation in the vertical direction) and vegetation
(large standard deviations in all directions).
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Another option would be to compute the covariance matrix associated
with the point cloud, and use its eigenvalues as indicators for different
classes such as vegetation, linear or planar structures [87].
Stereo: An alternative to laser range finders is to use image pairs from both
our cameras and obtain 3-D information through stereopsis. If the scene
contains enough texture and its structure is such that the assumptions
made by stereo vision hold2 , we will obtain for each patch a list of reconstructed 3-D points. We extract the same four features as in laser case:
average height in the vehicle frame and standard deviations in the vertical, forward and lateral directions.
We have chosen not to use the features extracted from stereo in our experiments, mainly because the information they contain is much weaker
than what we can extract from the laser range finders. Many of our data
logs contain large amounts of tall weeds, which make the necessary step
of matching between the two views quite difficult.
Infrared: The thermal camera we have integrated into our system can provide extremely valuable information for detecting humans and animals,
or for discriminating between vegetation and man-made objects. Unfortunately, it is quite challenging to use thermal vision in an automated setting: the wide range of temperature variations that occur during a day
make it hard to learn a thermal signature of a class of objects that is generally valid. A human body can be much warmer than the ground in early
morning, and much cooler at noon. An image illustrating the disadvantages related to using infrared imagery for learning is presented in Figure
4.5.
We extract the mean and standard deviation of the pixel values from the
IR image for each patch, which results in a two-dimensional feature vector. Although we have performed experiments using IR information, we
choose not to present them here: most of our data was recorded at day
time and in similar weather conditions, which makes IR a much stronger
cue than it really is. Using IR in these conditions can make the obstacle
2

This is generally not the case with tall vegetation such as weeds, for example.
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F IGURE 4.5. The worrisome limitations of thermal imaging. This image is
a good reminder that infrared information needs to be used with extreme
care. Within the same image, we have two humans in the background
that over-saturate the image, and another human in the foreground who is
under-saturated. The explanation of this very interesting image is the fact
that the human in the foreground stayed in the shade for a few minutes
before the image was taken, while the ones in the background did not.

detection problem seem misleadingly simple, especially since in most of
our experiments the obstacles are humans or man-made objects that get
warmer in the sun than vegetation.
When we refer to our experiments and indicate that they use “COLOR”, “COLOR
+ TEXTURE” or “COLOR + TEXTURE + LASER” features, we are referring to the
fact that the learners and active learning methods are provided with the concatenation of the features extracted from those modalities as inputs.
The data sets on which we present results where collected at two different location: a natural meadow and a farm. In both cases, we have used the already
present obstacles such as trees, fences, barns and other equipment and a set of obstacles that we placed in the environment in configurations of interest: humans
in normal clothes or hunting jackets, poles of different thicknesses, solid objects
placed lower than the surrounding vegetation, a ladder, a small water cooler and a
green top of a tractor cabin. We have attempted to have obstacles whose detection
is everywhere from relatively easy to extremely challenging even for a human. Although it is hard to describe the content of our data logs without displaying a large
number of images, we will state our belief that if one could reliably detect most of
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the obstacles present in our data sets in the configuration where we placed them,
that would be a great achievement for the outdoor navigation domain.
The next table presents statistics about the data sets we used, including the
number of images in the log and the distance traveled. Entries that are grouped
together (not separated by horizontal lines) represent data sets taken over the same
area but driving on different paths, at slightly different times of the day. They are
meant to be used at train/test data sets. For two of our data sets (ApMdSpiral
and FmVariousObs) only one data set was available. However, given that we
are measuring learning efficiency (how quickly do we learn as much as we would
learn from labeling all the data?) and not generalization performance, overfitting
is not a concern. To confirm this statement, we will show that both our best and
worst results were achieved on these data sets, ApMdSpiral and FmVariousObs
respectively.
Name
# Images Distance traveled (m)
FmObsCourseNonPoles 01
436
372
FmObsCourseNonPoles 02
558
488
FmObsCourseAll 01
1018
749
FmObsCourseAll 02
673
481
ApMdSpiral
1393
768
FmDriveDown
2030
1627
FmDriveDownCloudy
1191
938
FmVariousObs
1096
543
ApHumanHard 01
222
106
ApHumanHard 02
249
119
ApParkWeedEasyHard 01
222
93
ApParkWeedEasyHard 02
190
104
ApParkObsInGrass 01
216
86
ApParkObsInGrass 02
216
94
Each data set has its own characteristics, and was collected for slightly different
purposes. Bellow, we provide a very brief description of each set:
FmObsCourseNonPoles and FmObsCourseAll: The two pairs of data sets
were collected on a field with weeds located at the farm. Other than a
wall of trees visible occasionally, all obstacles were placed in this environment to form an “obstacle course” used for many other experiments
performed with our platform. The course contained two parts: one with
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solid obstacles that where generally at the same level or lower than the
surrounding weeds, and one with vertical poles of different thicknesses.
As their names suggest, the FmObsCourseNonPoles did not contain any
poles, while FmObsCourseAll covered the entire course. All the nonobstacle terrain present is covered with weeds or tall grass, while most
of the obstacles only appear momentarily in the data logs and have relatively different signatures. This makes this data set well fit for our active
learning experiments3 .
ApMdSpiral: This data set was collected at the meadow, and contains a
longer drive, 90% of which is through vegetation that is between four and
five feet tall. The terrain contained very few natural obstacles (only two
small trees and a chain link fence) so we have built a short obstacle course
(containing the same type of obstacles as FmObsCourseAll) to make the
problem more interesting. The obstacle region is traversed only once, and
represents a very small percentage of the entire data set. This makes the
data set well fit for active learning experiments.
FmDriveDown: The pair of data sets contain the longest non-repeating drive
that we could have recorded given our test sites. The data sets, recorded at
the farm, contain a small portion of the obstacle course area, long stretches
of farm dirt roads with nearby fences, a asphalt road stretch with occasional poles and mailboxes on the side, a few sheds and pieces of agricultural equipment plus a couple of negative obstacles. The terrain covered
in the data set was not altered in any way, and it is representative for
the types of objects that can be encountered on a farm. Because many of
the obstacles (such as fences, or poles on the side of the road) are present
in a large percentage of the data set, we expect the benefits that can be
achieved by applying active learning to be small. This data set and the
ones that follow were primarily collected for experiments not related to
active learning.
FmVariousObs: This data set is a concatenation of several small data sets
in which the vehicle starts 20-25m away from an obstacle at the farm and
3

We will discuss later why a data set could be “unfit” for active learning experiments
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drives up to it. The obstacles are mainly agricultural equipment, sheds,
trees and fences, and their density is high.
ApHumanHard: This pair of data sets contains a short drive through the
meadow area, in which a human wearing a hunting jacket is hidden in
very tall vegetation. These data sets were collected for testing the limitations of our perception system: the detection problem is hard even for a
human analyzing the data.
ApParkWeedEasyHard and ApParkObsInGrass: These two pairs of data
sets were meant to be used as “toy” data sets for our initial active learning experiments. They contain small to medium height vegetation, and a
series of artificial obstacles we placed in this environment. Their main advantage was their short length (approximately 200 images) which made it
relatively easy to fully label them for repeated randomized experiments.
One big disadvantage, however, is that a large number of obstacles are
present, which, coupled with the short distance driven, makes the use of
active learning techniques slightly futile: it is very unlikely that a randomly chosen image from these data sets does not contain an interesting
obstacle.
Each data set was exhaustively manually labeled, so that in our randomized
experiments we could query for the label of any image and receive it without any
human interaction. We will discuss more details about these data sets and their
effects on the active learning algorithms when we present our numerical results.

3. The Metrics
The fundamental quantity of interest in the active learning literature is the
learning efficiency: we like know how effective an algorithm is at selecting data
points (or data blocks, in our case) that lead to the best performance given a certain
labeling effort. In general, authors choose a “one number” performance measure
such as the error rate or the precision/recall break-even point (defined in [41]4 )
4

The precision/recall break-even point is the value for which the precision and recall rates on a data
set are equal. As Joachims points out in [41], there can be more or no break-even points for a data set.
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and plot that value as the size of the training data set generated by active learning
increases. Ideally, the authors also include an indication of the “maximally achievable performance”, which is the performance that is achieved if all the unlabeled
data is labeled. An active learning algorithm performs well when it results in generalization performance close to the maximally achievable one with much fewer
labeled examples.
We follow this standard paradigm for presenting the results of our active learning experiments. However, we believe that for application domains with unbalanced data sets –such as ours– both the error rate and the precision/recall breakeven point are poor performance measures which can be misleading. We choose
to use the area under the ROC curve (AUC) score instead (see [22] for an excellent
discussion of the properties of ROCs and AUCs).
Although Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) graphs have been used
since the 1970s in the signal detection theory for presenting the tradeoffs between
hit rates and false alarms, they were only relatively recently adopted on a large
scale by the machine learning community[22]. Besides being an effective representation method providing a large amount of information in a single graph, ROCs
have the important property that they are insensitive to data sets that have unbalanced class priors.
ROCs are primarily a method for representing the performance of a binary
classifier5 . If we assume that the classifier has to discriminate between negative
and positive examples, an ROC graph is a plot of the true positive rate (T Prate )
versus the false negative rate (F Nrate ).
Following the notation used in Figure 4.6, the T Prate is defined as the ratio

TP
P ,

which is the percentage of the positive examples in the data set that are correctly
identified as positives by the classifier. The F Prate is the ratio

FP
N ,

which is the

percentage of the negative examples in the data set which are misclassified as positives. In principle, one could generate an ROC curve by varying in very small steps
the decision threshold between the two classes, and measuring the rates for each
5

See [22] for a discussion of certain extensions of ROCs to the multi-class case.
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+
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−

+

True Positives
(TP)

False Positives
(FP)

−

False Negatives
(FN)

True Negatives
(TN)

Predicted class

Column totals

P

N

F IGURE 4.6. The definition of true and false positives, along with true and
false negatives for a binary classifier discriminating between the “+” and
the “-” classes. P , the number of positive examples in the data set, is the
sum of true positives and false negatives. N , the number of negative examples in the data set, is the sum of false positives and true negatives. This
figure follows closely the one presented by Fawcett in [22].

threshold setting. Fawcett [22] describes a far more efficient method for generating
ROC curves, which is used in our experiments.
The obvious advantage in using ROCs instead of error rates for reporting classification performance, is that an entire curve is presented, instead of just one point
on it which happens to correspond to the decision threshold used to compute classification rates. This is important, because the ROC curves of two different classifiers can very well intersect, which means that depending on the setting of the
decision threshold, the ordering of the classifier performance can change. Considering that most classifiers are not correctly calibrated (i.e. they do not produce correct posterior probabilities), it is unclear, a priori, what decision threshold should
be used. If ROC curves are employed, one can choose a setting based on the class
misclassification costs and the desired operating range.
However, the most important advantage in using ROC is not the obvious one.
Precision/recall curves6 , a performance comparison tool widely used in retrieval
tasks, also present a multitude of operating ranges, but lack a key property that
6

P
“Precision” is defined as T PT+F
, the percentage of retrieved examples which are correct. “Recall”
P
TP
is defined as P , the percentage of correct examples existing in the data set which were retrieved.
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ROCs have: the independence from class skew, the ratio of negative and positive
examples in the data set.
To understand why ROC’s immunity to class skew is important, consider the
following example: assume we have a very simple classifier which, when presented with a training set containing instances from the “+” and “-” classes, identifies the most frequently encountered label, and always uses it for prediction, completely ignoring any input features. Let us assume that in the training set, there
are more negative examples than positives. When presented with a test set, the
classifier will always predict “-” labels. Depending on the percentage of negative
examples in the test data set, the error rate of the classifier can vary drastically: for
a balanced data set, the error rate will be 50%. However, if the negative examples
represent 90% of the test set, the correct classification rate achieved will be a very
misleading 90%. Thus, by adding more examples from one class to the test data
set, one can dramatically change the performance estimates. Furthermore, even if
the classifier is slightly “smarter” and does not ignore the input features, it is not
clear what error rate will represent “good” performance. One would have to carefully analyze the test set before deciding whether a 95% error rate is a significant
achievement or not.
Since the T Prate and the F Prate used to generate an ROC plot are computed
using entries in the same vertical column of Figure 4.6, they are immune to changing the ratio of positives and negatives in the test set: the ROC representing the
performance of a classifier on a perfectly balanced data set is identical to the ROC
generated using the same classifier on a data set with 99% of its examples from one
class. Since the formulas used to compute precision and recall estimates use entries
from both vertical columns in Figure 4.6, precision/recall curves lack this property.
In our domain, the data sets we collect are generally very skewed, and to an
arbitrary degree. When collecting a data set with obstacle/non-obstacle examples
one could, for example, drive straight to the obstacle or they could drive many
times in a circle in a non-obstacle area and then approach the obstacle. We would
not want our performance estimates to depend on such factors.
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F IGURE 4.7. The ROC curves describing the performance of a classifier
the same data set, using feature vectors extracted from different sensing
modalities. The confidence “crosses” in the figure are generated using the
threshold-averaging method described in [22]. The closer the ROC of a
classifier is to the upper-left corner of the plot, the better its performance.

We have just argued that ROC curves are a better way of representing performance than error rates or precision/recall break-even points. However, an ROC is
a vector of numbers, which cannot be easily plotted and interpreted in the context of
active learning experimentation. To have an informative and concise image of how
well an active learning algorithm performs, we need a “one-number” summary
of an ROC curve, which would allow us to generate the typical active learning
performance graphs we described at the beginning of this section. Fortunately, a
well studied and meaningful scalar summary of an ROC curve exists: it is the area
under the ROC curve, the AUC score.
For any ROC curve, the AUC score is given by the area of the region delimited
by the ROC curve and the bottom and right edges of the unit square. If we analyze
Figure 4.7 it is clear that the closer the ROC of a classifier is to the upper-left corner
of the plot, the better its performance: for any point M in the T Prate -F Prate space,
a point contained in the rectangle described by the edges of the unit square, the
upper-left corner and the point M corresponds to better performance. If the ROC
curve corresponding to a classifier A always dominates the curve for a classifier B,
then the classifier A is always preferable to B. The AUC score for the classifier A
will also be higher than the AUC for B.
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Since the AUC is a portion of the unit square area, it can take values in the [0, 1]
interval. However, it can be shown that the ROC curve of a completely random
classifier is (for a large enough sample) a 45 degree line from (0, 0) to (1, 1). As a
result, no reasonable classifier should have an AUC smaller than 0.5: if it does, one
can swap the labels of the two classes and obtain an ROC that is symmetric with
respect to the (0, 0) − (1, 1) diagonal of the unit square [22].
In 1982, Hanley and McNeil [32] have shown that the AUC score has a well
defined statistical meaning: it is the probability that a classifier discriminating
between positive and negative examples will produce a higher output for a randomly selected positive example than for a randomly selected negative example.
The AUC can thus be used as a meaningful scalar descriptor of an ROC curve.
To generate active learning performance plots, we will proceed in the following manner:
1. Prepare a pool U of unlabeled data from which to select images for labeling
2. Prepare a (preferably separate) labeled test data set Ltest
3. Initialize the active learning algorithm and start the iterative process of
selecting images for labeling
4. Each time an new image is selected for labeling, it is added to set of labeled
data available for training Ltrain
5. Each time the data set Ltrain is augmented, a classifier is trained using its
content, and the AUC score on the Ltest data set is computed
6. The sequence of AUC scores obtained through the active learning iterations is the “learning curve” for the algorithm used.
Since we compare active learning algorithms based on their learning curves, it
is very important to have a confidence interval for each AUC estimate used to generate the learning curves7 . To obtain confidence intervals for each AUC score, we
need to perform repeated randomized trials with each experiment. Randomization
is inserted in our experiments through the initialization process, as we will show
7

Ideally, we would want to have estimate bands rather than point-wise intervals.
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in Section 4. Once several AUC score estimates are available for each size of the
training data set, we use their mean to plot the learning curve, and the standard
deviation for displaying confidence bars.
The errors bar we plot around the mean AUC score enclose an interval of
±1.64σ, which is the correct length to use in order to claim 95% significance of
the ordering of the estimates when the error bars do not overlap [50]. We will display symmetric bars which is slightly wrong, given that the AUC score is bounded
by [0, 1]8 .
It is important to realize that for each number of labeled images on our plot, the
error bars we display represent confidence intervals for the mean estimate, and not
for one random run. Regardless of the intrinsic variance VAL of an active learning
algorithm, with a very large number of experiments the confidence interval for the
mean AUC score would eventually shrink to 0, since the variance of the mean is
VAL
N ,

where N is the number of randomized runs of the algorithm.

While using the (smaller) standard error for the mean estimate for our plots
instead of the one for an individual run is correct from a statistical point of view,
for certain applications knowing the standard deviation of one run is very important. As Figure 4.8 suggests, sometimes we might prefer an algorithm with lower
average performance but smaller variance to one with higher average performance
and higher variance.
Since all of our plots represent the averages of at least ten randomized runs,
√
the reader could mentally multiply the error bars we display by 10 = 3.1623 in
order to estimate the significance of the ordering of the AUC scores of one random
run of each algorithm.

8

We have considered using the Hoeffding bound, but unfortunately the bound is too lose give our
sample size of 10.
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F IGURE 4.8. The average performance of two hypothetical algorithms, A1
and A2, along with the confidence interval for one random run of each
algorithm. Although the algorithm 1 will do better on average, it can
also generate worse performance than algorithm 2. Depending on the cost
function for a specific application, the higher worse-case performance of
the algorithm 2 might make it preferable to algorithm 1.

4. The Experimental Procedure
To answer the questions described in Section 1 while reducing the chances of
spurious observations, we have performed repeated experiments while varying
four major factors that could affect the learning efficiency:
1. The initialization method
2. The data selection algorithm
3. The data set
4. The types of sensing modalities (e.g. color, color+texture, etc.)
As we have already argued, the initialization procedure can have a major impact on the performance of many active learning algorithms. Using an initialization data set constructed manually by a human expert is a solution that has been
reported in the active learning literature to produce good results, but is impractical once we consider applying algorithms to large data sets. We have chosen to
compare the performance of three initialization procedures: manual, random and
UDF-based data selection. The details involved in each initialization procedure are
described bellow.
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MANUAL: Although manual selection is impractical for large data sets, it
is still a “golden standard” in the active learning community. As a result,
we have decided to measure the effectiveness of manual initialization, in
order to estimate the relative performance of the other methods that have
better scaling properties.
In order to perform repeated randomized experiments without human
interaction while still using manual initialization, we have extracted from
each data set a list of the images that would be considered by a human
expert to be appropriate for initialization. Since the task of interest for
our experiments is obstacle detection, we have manually identified and
listed those scenes from each data set that contain close-up views of the
obstacles, and interesting examples of non-obstacles if they existed.
At runtime, the MANUAL selection method gets to randomly sample
without replacement images from the list created by the human expert.
The number of images sampled depends on the specific experiment performed.
RANDOM: As expected, random image selection is the immediate solution
for initialization when a data set is too large for using manual selection.
The RANDOM method samples images randomly from the entire unlabeled data set available, without replacement. As our experiments will
show, random initialization can lead to poor performance in data sets with
severely unbalanced class priors.
UDF: We have described the Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm in Section
1 of Chapter 3 on page 37. The algorithm works by trying to provide good
coverage of the feature space, and it has been developed as a solution to
the random initialization problems.
Unlabeled Data Filtering itself requires some initialization data in order
to proceed with estimating a probability density over the feature space.
However, since its goal is to obtain data in most regions of the feature
space, UDF is almost indifferent to the specific data used for initialization.
In our experiments we randomly pick an image from the unlabeled data
set, and proceed with the algorithm as previously described.
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In choosing which data selection algorithms to consider in our experiments,
we have followed the same reasoning as for the initialization methods: MANUAL
selection is likely to lead to good performance but is impractical, while RANDOM
selection is an immediate solution that can lead to poor performance in certain
cases. Against these two standard selection methods, we have tested two active
learning methods that were most successful in our early experimentation stage:
the Query-by-Bagging and the Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithms. In all of our
plots we have also included a horizontal line labeled “MAX INFO”, which corresponds to the performance achieved by the classifier if all the data available in the
unlabeled data set was labeled. Ideally, we would want our data selection methods
to get very close to the MAX INFO line as fast as possible, since this would indicate
a high labeling efficiency.
To answer the most important question in Section 1 regarding the applicability of active learning techniques in our domain, we have compared the MANUAL,
RANDOM, QBBAG and UDF selection methods on all our fully labeled data sets,
using three sets of input features: Color, (Color + Texture), and (Color + Texture +
Laser). The specific features extracted from each sensing modality were described
in Section 2 of this chapter. By considering these three sets of features, we intended
to vary the input dimensionality from five dimensions (Color) to thirty-three (Color
+ Texture + Laser) in order to verify the performance of the Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm in high-dimensional feature spaces.
In the beginning of this section, we have stated that we want to understand
the sensitivity of our algorithms to the various parameter settings. To verify that
our results are repeatable and robust to these settings, we have explored the sensitivity of our algorithms to each one of the important parameters. Furthermore, we
would like to stress the fact that all the experimental results presented in this thesis9 were obtained using exactly the same parameter settings. We have not changed
parameters based on the set of features, the data set or the specific active learning

9

with the exception of the sensitivity analysis, of course
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algorithm used. We believe this approach to measuring performance is an important pre-condition for being able to estimate the importance of the techniques we
proposed in real-world applications.
In the following subsections we will discuss the setting of three parameters
that are important for the experiments presented in this thesis:
• the number of patches from each image over which we accumulate the
interest scores
• the number of classifiers in the Query-by-Bagging committee
• the number of dimensions of the space in which the original data is projected with PCA for the Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm.

4.1. Choosing the number of patches used for accumulation
As we have argued in the section describing the data block constraint, we expect the performance of active learning algorithms to be limited when the accumulation of interest scores for a block happens over either too many or too few
image patches. These two effects are illustrated in Figure 4.9, in which we plot the
mean AUC score obtained by the QBBAG algorithm on color and texture features
(initialized randomly) as we increase the number of patches over which the image
interest score is accumulated.
The left plot confirms our expectation that when accumulating over a very
small number of patches, the active learning performance can degrade, due the
the artifacts that are present in our data. Using four or eight image patches for
accumulating the interest score leads to better performance than when using one
or two patches, both in terms of mean AUC score and its standard deviation.
The right plot explores the opposite extreme, when the accumulation step
takes place over a large percentage of all the image patches present in the image. The performance obtained when accumulating over eight or even thirty image
patches is superior to the results obtained when accumulating over two hundred
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F IGURE 4.9. The effect of accumulating interest scores over different numbers of image patches. The algorithm used to generate these graphs was
QBBAG with RANDOM initialization, using COLOR+TEXTURE features.
As expected, using a very small number of patches (one or two) leads to
worse performance since the algorithm is more likely to be affected by artifacts in the data (LEFT). As the number of patches used for accumulation
increases dramatically, the active learning performance becomes slightly
lower, as algorithms are less likely to select for labeling images that contains small interesting obstacles (RIGHT).

and fifty and seven hundred and fifty patches. The difference in performance is relatively small, but statistically significant even for an individual run. These results
suggest that when combining the interest scores over a large portion of the image, we are biasing the active learning algorithm against considering images with
patterns that are “interesting” but only occupy a small portion of the image.
Our experiments suggest that for the simple accumulation methods which
does not impose spatial coherency, averaging interest scores over a number of four
to roughly fifty image patches produces very similar results. As a result, we have
performed all our active learning experiments with accumulation over the eight
patches with the highest interest scores in each image.

4.2. Choosing the number of classifiers in the Bagging committee
One of the design choices expected to affect the performance of the Queryby-Bagging algorithm is the size of the classifier pool that is used to estimate the
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F IGURE 4.10. The effect of the size of the Bagging pool on the performance
of the QBBAG algorithm. The larger pool of classifiers (15) results in performance that is superior in terms of the mean AUC score and the standard
deviation of the estimate.

expected reduction in size of the version space. The original QBC paper [81] argues that a pool with as few as two classifiers should be sufficient, while Abe and
Mamitsuka [1] choose to use a pool of twenty classifiers instead.
Using the KL-divergence-to-the-mean disagreement method we have described,
we performed experiments varying the size of the classifier pool from two to fifteen, using color and texture features on the FmObsCourseNonPoles data set.
The results are presented in Figure 4.10, and they agree with our intuition that a
larger pool would allow a more precise estimation of the expected reduction in
the version space size. The plot indicates that QBBAG version using a committee of fifteen hypotheses leads to performance that is superior in terms of mean
and standard deviation to the results obtained using a smaller committee of two.
All of our other experiments involving Query-by-Bagging employed committees
of fifteen classifiers.

4.3. Choosing the dimensionality of the UDF space
The Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm relies on repeatedly estimating a probability density function over the feature space. However, since our classifiers often
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F IGURE 4.11. The effect of the number of dimensions retained when compressing data for the UDF algorithm. When using (Color + Texture) features (LEFT) there is no significant difference in performance when varying the dimensionality from two to six. However, when using the less informative Texture feature set, more compression resulted in slightly tighter
confidence intervals at similar average AUC scores.

work in very high-dimensional spaces, it is necessary to perform a dimensionality
reduction step in order to avoid the “curse of dimensionality” that affects all density estimation methods, including the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) method
UDF uses. In our experiments, we have chosen the well known Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method as our dimensionality reduction algorithm.
When choosing the dimensionality of the space to which we want to linearly
project our data using PCA, there is a trade-off between retaining too many dimensions which would hamper the performance of KDE, and compressing the data too
much which can result in significant information loss.
To estimate the sensitivity of the UDF algorithm to the dimensionality of the
destination space, we have performed experiments using Texture and Color + Texture features on the FmObsCourseNonPoles data set. The performance of the
active learning algorithm when the dimensionality is varied from two to six is displayed in Figure 4.11.
Interestingly, the results were quite different when using the two sets of features. For the (Color + Texture) feature set (left), there is no significant difference
in performance when the dimensionality of the space is varying from two to six.
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For the Texture feature set (right), the differences are still small but the standard
deviation of the results obtained when the data is projected to two dimensions is
the smallest.
We hypothesize that for the data set used, color information is a strong cue and
that none of the first five or six PCA dimensions is dominated by noise. At the same
time, the large number of patches that we use for estimating the probability density
function seems sufficient for performing KDE in this relatively high-dimensional
space. For the texture feature set, we believe that only the first two or three PCA
dimensions contain relevant information, and that efforts spent into populating
additional dimensions do not result in additional information for classification.
This explanation is only a weak hypothesis, and additional experimentation is
necessary for a more qualified explanation of our observation. Given that the main
focus of this thesis is much broader, we postpone this additional investigation for
future work. Based on our experimental observations, we have chosen to use a
two-dimensional space for performing the kernel density estimation step of the
UDF algorithm.

4.4. The Base Learner: Logistic Regression
To be able to perform the type of experiments that were necessary for our goals,
we needed a classifier that is fast to train and apply and that can handle data noise
and has good convergence. We would also like it to have outputs that have a probabilistic interpretation (such as class posteriors).
Although we have initially performed a small number of experiments using
neural networks, all the results we present in this thesis were obtained using logistic regression, a standard classification algorithm [7, 35] that has the properties we
are interested in. Logistic regression is a linear classifier which, despite –or perhaps
due to– its simplicity, consistently ranks among the top learning algorithms for a
large variety of real-world classification problems. Fitting logistic regression models is achieved by solving a convex optimization problem, typically using the iteratively reweighted least-squares algorithm (IRLS, [35, 60]). Komarek [43] proposed
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several techniques and modifications for making logistic regression successfully
scale to extremely large data sets.

5. Results
5.1. Active Learning vs. Random and Manual Data Selection
The experiments presented in this section are meant to determine if the active
learning methods we considered are at all effective at reducing the data labeling
requirements for learning problems that are representative for our domain. It is
important to determine if reasoning about the distribution of the unlabeled data
using active learning techniques leads to any substantial advantage over the default
RANDOM selection procedure.
In case of a positive answer, it is also interesting to compare the performance of
our active learning techniques with the MANUAL selection procedure. Although
we have argued that manual selection is impractical for large data sets, it would
be reassuring to know that active learning is comparable in efficiency to a human
expert, if a sufficient amount of time was available for the expert to analyze all the
available unlabeled data.
As a first qualitative evaluation, we have selected 50 images from the ApMdSpiral
data set using random sampling, and 50 images using UDF on color and texture
features. We have assembled the results in large image mosaics, which are presented in Figure 4.12 (RANDOM) and 4.13 (UDF). In the images composing the
UDF mosaic, we have indicated in red the image patches that generated the 8 highest interest scores, and who are thus “responsible” for the selection of the image.
The images are ordered row-wise, from left to right.
The image mosaics illustrate the intuition that led to the development of the
UDF algorithm. The vast majority of the images in the ApMdSpiral data set contain only vegetation, while most obstacles are concentrated at the very beginning of
the data log. This is a case where the class priors are very unbalanced, which could
cause random sampling to ignore important information about the rare class.
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F IGURE 4.12. Images selected randomly from the ApMdSpiral data set.
Since class priors are extremely unbalanced, only a very small percentage
of the images (3, 13, 28 and 33) contain interesting obstacles. We would
expect a classifier trained using this data to be a relatively poor obstacle
detector.

Figure 4.12 shows that the phenomenon indeed occurs. Out of the first 49
images selected in the our first RANDOM run, only four images contain obstacles,
two of them repeated.
The mosaic in Figure 4.13 contains a much higher percentage of images of obstacles. Unlabeled Data Filtering selected images of poles, people, deep shadows,
a cart, pots hidden in vegetation and a dirt pile. The red patches displayed in each
image confirm that the images were indeed selected because of the pattern that we,
humans, would consider interesting in those scenes. What is important to realize,
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F IGURE 4.13. Images selected by the UDF algorithm from the ApMdSpiral data set, using COLOR + TEXTURE features. The percentage of images
containing interesting obstacles is much higher than in the data set selected by random sampling. The red squares, indicating the image patches
used to compute the interest score of each image, correspond to our human
intuition of what is “unusual” about an image; however, UDF selected the
images in this mosaic without having any concept of “obstacle”. We would
expect a classifier trained using this data to be a relatively good obstacle
detector.

however, is that UDF selected all the images without knowing anything about the concept of obstacles: the only information used to select the images in Figure 4.13 was
the distribution of the image patches in the feature space.
We would expect an obstacle detector trained using the data selected by the
UDF algorithm to perform much better than a detector trained using the randomly
selected images. Our quantitative results (see for example Figure 4.21) show that
this is indeed the case.
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F IGURE 4.14. The evolution of the image interest score as more images
from the ApMdSpiral data set are selected using UDF. The curve flattens after 10-15 images, which suggests that the feature space (its twodimensional projection) is well covered at that point. This curve can be
used as a heuristic for choosing when to stop labeling additional images.
Figure 4.21 confirms that indeed, for this data set, UDF gets very close to
is peak performance after observing 10-15 labeled images.

Figure 4.14 illustrates the evolution of the interest score for the images selected
by UDF, as more images are added to the selected data set. We notice that the curve
flattens after 10-15 images, which suggests that the feature space (more precisely
its two-dimensional PCA projection) is relatively well covered at that point. This
curve can be used as a heuristic for choosing when to stop labeling additional images: Figure 4.21 indicates that indeed, the classifier gets very close to its maximal
performance after observing 10-15 labeled images.
Based on this curve, we have trained two versions of logistic regression classifiers using color and texture features. One of the classifiers was trained using the
first 10 images selected randomly, while the other was trained on the first 10 images selected by UDF. An example of the outputs produced by the two classifiers
are displayed in Figure 4.15. Not surprisingly, the classifier trained using random
selection completely fails to detect the black cart in the image, since its training set
did not contain any examples of black texture-less objects that were obstacles.
Our preliminary quantitative experiments indicated that the Query-by-Bagging
algorithm performs similarly to Co-Testing, when using (Color + Texture + Laser)
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F IGURE 4.15. The classification outputs produced by a classifier trained
using the first 10 images selected randomly (LEFT), and the first 10 images
selected by UDF (RIGHT). The classifier is using color and texture features.
The color coded outputs represent the probability of the “obstacle” class.
The classifier trained using random selection completely fails to detect the
black cart in the image, since its training set did not contain any examples
of black texture-less objects that were obstacles.

features for QBBAG and the Color, Texture and Laser feature sets as the three CoTesting views (see Figure 4.16 for an example). The performance of the Uncertainty
Sampling algorithm was generally worse. Since the Co-Testing algorithm is somewhat limiting in the experiments we could do because of its requirement of having
multiple independent views of the data, we have chosen to use Query-by-Bagging
as the “standard” active learning algorithm to compare against.
Figures 4.17 through 4.21 present our quantitative results on the five major
data sets we considered. The plots compare the performance of RANDOM and
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F IGURE 4.16. Comparing the performance of Query-by-Bagging to CoTesting on the ApMdSpiral data set, using RANDOM (LEFT) and UDF
(RIGHT) initialization. Both algorithms use the KL-divergence-to-themean diversity measure to estimate the disagreement between the committee members for QBBAG and the different views of the data for COTESTING.

MANUAL selection with that of UDF and Query-by-Bagging initialized with UDF,
on Color, (Color + Texture) and (Color + Texture + Laser) features. The left column
in each one of the plots compares the two active learning methods with RANDOM
selection, and the right column compares them to MANUAL selection.
In Figure 4.17, the performance of both active learning algorithms is dramatically superior to that of RANDOM selection for Color and (Color + Texture) features (left column, first two rows). Both algorithms get extremely close to the MAX
INFO performance very fast, in about 10 images. Their confidence intervals are
tight, which means that the good results are consistently achieved. In the right column, we notice that the performance of the active learning methods is essentially
identical to that of MANUAL selection method, indicating that they are as effective
as a human expert analyzing the entire data set.
For the (Color + Texture + Laser) feature set, the performance of the QBBAG
algorithm initialized with UDF was as good as for the other two feature sets, and
much superior to RANDOM selection. UDF initially outperforms RANDOM selection (up to the first 10 images) and then only grows slowly, eventually being
overtaken after 30 images. We believe that the reason is that due to the nature of
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F IGURE 4.17. Results on the FmObsCourseNonPoles data set.
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the obstacles, the laser features bring almost no additional information for this data
set. As a result, after the initial 10 images, UDF attempts to account for the variation
in the laser data which does not lead to an increase in classification performance
on the test set.
Figure 4.18 presents the results of similar experiments on the FmObsCourseAll
data set. Compared to the previous data set, this one contains thin vertical poles,
which make the laser data important. As a result, the plots for all three feature sets
are indicating that active learning methods achieve good performance sooner and
with higher likelihood than RANDOM selection. For this data set, active learning
seems to also slightly outperform MANUAL selection (right column), as the confidence intervals for the AUC plots are much narrower. Interestingly, for the Color
feature set, MANUAL and active learning methods outperform the MAX INFO
classifier. This is an indication that the data distributions of the training and test
sets were different, and that by ignoring some of the available data in the training
set the MANUAL and active learning methods achieved better performance on the
test set.
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 present results on two data sets on which, in reality, it
makes little sense to apply active learning techniques: FmDriveDown and FmVariousObs.
What makes these data sets different is their high density of image containing obstacles. As we have mentioned in Section 2 of this chapter, most of the images in
the FmDriveDown data set contain fences, poles on the side of a road and barns,
while the FmVariousObs was collected specifically to have a very high density of
obstacle scenes. As a result, we expect random selection to perform extremely well
on these data sets.
The results confirm our expectation, showing a significant overlap of all the
different methods (MANUAL, RANDOM and active learning) on these two data
sets. In general, the confidence intervals for the active learning algorithms are
slightly narrower, which is good considering the comparable AUC score averages.
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F IGURE 4.18. Results on the FmObsCourseAll data set.
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F IGURE 4.19. Results on the FmDriveDown data set.
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F IGURE 4.20. Results on the FmVariousObs data set.
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The almost identical performances achieved by MANUAL and RANDOM selection indicate that we should not expect improvements from active learning. Nevertheless, it is important to confirm that active learning does not fail on these type
of data sets.
The results on the ApMdSpiral data set, the one we consider the most representative for our problem of interest due to its size and content, are presented in
Figure 4.21. The results are very good for all three sets of features, showing that
both UDF and QBBAG achieve better performance faster than RANDOM selection,
and with much tighter confidence bounds. The performance is also comparable to
MANUAL selection, although QBBAG is doing slightly worse on the Color feature
set.
We believe these results prove that the active learning techniques we presented
in this thesis can significantly reduce the amount of data labeling required in order
to achieve good generalization performance. The data sets presented results on
are challenging and very realistic, which gives us confidence that active learning
is indeed relevant to real-world problems in our domain. Although the data sets
we considered for this quantitative experiments were relatively small (with at most
2000 images), we will present results that show that they scale to much larger data
sets.

5.2. Comparing UDF, Manual and Random Initialization
One of the contributions of this thesis is the introduction of the Unlabeled Data
Filtering algorithm, which is our solution for the initialization problem affecting
many standard active learning algorithms. Although we have shown in the previous section that UDF works remarkably well as a stand-alone active learning
method, we have investigated its performance as an initialization method and we
present the results in Figures 4.22 through 4.26.
Not surprisingly, using Unlabeled Data Filtering for initialization results in
slightly improved performance over RANDOM initialization on the data sets with
moderate class imbalance (Figures 4.22 and 4.23), in no improvement for the data
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F IGURE 4.21. Results on the ApMdSpiral data set.
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for the QBBAG algorithm on the FmObsCourseNonPoles data set.
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F IGURE 4.23. Comparing RANDOM, MANUAL and UDF initialization
for the QBBAG algorithm on the FmObsCourseAll data set.
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F IGURE 4.24. Comparing RANDOM, MANUAL and UDF initialization
for the QBBAG algorithm on the FmDriveDown data set.
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F IGURE 4.25. Comparing RANDOM, MANUAL and UDF initialization
for the QBBAG algorithm on the FmVariousObs data set.
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F IGURE 4.26. Comparing RANDOM, MANUAL and UDF initialization
for the QBBAG algorithm on the ApMdSpiral data set.
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sets with no class imbalance (Figures 4.24 and 4.25) and in a dramatic improvement
on the ApMdSpiral data set that presents severe class imbalance (Figure 4.26).
On the FmObsCourseNonPoles data set, UDF initialization leads to a much
smaller confidence interval for the starting point of the active learning algorithm,
for all three sets of features in Figure 4.22. The same is true for the results obtained
on the FmObsCourseAll data set (Figure 4.23), except that the gains are slightly
smaller for the (Color + Texture + Laser) feature set. To better illustrate the evolution of the confidence bounds for the mean AUC score as more images are labeled,
on the right columns of Figures 4.22 through 4.26 we display separate plots of the
standard deviations of the AUC score for each algorithm, for each number of images selected.
On the two data sets with no class imbalance, FmDriveDown and FmVariousObs,
the improvements of the QBBAG performance when using UDF initialization either small (Figure 4.24 for (Color + Texture) and (Color + Texture + Laser) features)
or inexistent (Figure 4.24 for Color features, or Figure 4.25). While this is not a
great result in itself, given the nature of these data sets we did not expect to see
significant gains when using UDF for initialization: for data sets where the “interesting” patterns are very frequent, random selection for initialization is a very
good solution.
As it was the case for the active learning vs. random selection experiments,
the results on the ApMdSpiral data set are excellent, since its unbalanced class
priors perfectly match the conditions we designed the UDF algorithm for. The
plots in Figure 4.26 show that the MANUAL and UDF initialization routines lead
to excellent performance compared to RANDOM selection, both in terms of the
average performance and the confidence intervals. This is not at all surprising
given the small frequency of interesting patterns in this data set.
To show that the good performance obtained with UDF initialization is not
related to the specific active learning algorithm used, in Figure 4.27 we present
results obtained on the ApMdSpiral data set with the Co-Testing algorithm, using
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F IGURE 4.27. Comparing RANDOM and UDF initialization for the
COTEST algorithm on the ApMdSpiral data set. We have used Color, Texture and Laser features as three views of the data. The disagreement between the views was measured using the KL-divergence-to-the-mean.

Color, Texture and Laser as its three views of the data. We used KL-divergence-tothe-mean to measure disagreement between the views. The results are very similar
to the ones obtained with QBBAG, showing that using UDF for initialization leads
to much faster learning than when initializing randomly.
To conclude this round of experiments, we draw the conclusion that the Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm is indeed an effective technique for initializing
standard active learning algorithms, especially in cases where significant class imbalance occurs. In such cases, its performance is similar to MANUAL initialization
and much better than RANDOM initialization.

5.3. Imposing Spatial Constraints for Aggregating Interest Scores
One of the interesting aspects involved in adapting active learning to outdoor
robotic perception was the need to address the data block constraint. As we have
showed in Section 2 of Chapter 3, interest scores assigned to the individual image
patches by our algorithms need to be aggregated into a total image score, allowing
us to select interesting images for labeling.
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F IGURE 4.28. The effect on UDF of using Mean-Shift segmentation to impose spatial coherency constraint. The results presented are based on the
FmObsCourseNonPoles (LEFT) and ApMdSpiral (RIGHT) data sets.
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The first solution we proposed was to average the interest scores of the k most
interesting image patches in each image10 . The second solution involved segmenting the image score in coherent regions, and compute the interest score of each
coherent region independently. Each image gets assigned the score of the highest
scoring region. We used the Mean Shift algorithm [12] for segmenting the image
score. In this section, we are comparing the results of the two aggregating schemes,
presenting results with the UDF algorithm on the FmObsCourseNonPoles and
ApMdSpiral data sets, using Color, (Color + Texture) and (Color + Texture + Laser)
features.
Unfortunately, the results we obtained in these experiments are not very conclusive. Based on the results in Figure 4.28 and on other experiments we performed, it seems that imposing spatial coherency constraints is slightly harmful
when using Color features, almost indifferent on (Color + Texture) features, and
slightly beneficial on (Color + Texture + Laser) features. Our current belief is that
the (Color + Texture + Laser) feature set leads to the noisiest score images because
of the laser features, which means that the aggregation scheme without spatial constraints is more likely to combine the interest scores of disparate image patches.
This is only a hypothesis at this point.
The main problem with our experiments came from our choice of using the
mean shift algorithm for imposing spatial coherency. After a more in-depth analysis of our results, we have discovered that generally, the segmentations produced
on our image scores were quite poor, often disagreeing with the clusters we could
easily identify visually in the data. For specific data sets and feature sets, we were
able to tune the parameters of mean shift so that its results agreed with the desired segmentation; however, these parameter settings were rarely leading to good
segmentations of new data sets. Since we have chosen to perform all our experiments without changing parameters in between, the results we present in Figure
4.28 were obtained based on sub-optimal segmentation parameters.

10

We used k = 8 for the experimental results presented, as indicated in Section 4.1
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Although these experiments were quite inconclusive, we continue to believe
that taking into account the spatial distribution of the image patches used for computing the image interest score is a good idea, that could lead to accelerated learning. The small improvement we have observed on the noisy (Color + Texture +
Laser) feature set –despite our unfortunate choice of the method for imposing the
spatial constraints–, gives us reasons to hope that future work in this area can lead
to more substantial improvements. Until then, the first aggregation solution we
proposed can be used reliably for many practical applications in our domain.

5.4. Scaling Up
The primary motivation for our research in active learning techniques for outdoor perception was to enable the use of supervised learning on large scale, realworld problems. The experiments we have presented so far demonstrate that active
learning can significantly reduce data labeling requirements, which is a necessary
condition for our goal. An additional requirement is that the methods have scaling
properties which make them feasible for real-world applications.
When gathering the experimental evidence we presented so far, we have focused on obtaining precise quantitative results, that allow us to make direct comparisons and obtain significance estimates. The requirement that a large number
of randomized experiments be easily performed has in turn constrained us to only
consider data sets that could be exhaustively labeled. For this purpose, we have
labeled approximately 8,000 images. The largest data set we had available contains
2,000 images and was recorded during a one mile-long trip.
While obtaining results on a 2000 image data set with millions of image patches
is not negligible, it is certainly far from convincing that our methods would scale
up to the much larger data sets that would be encountered in true real-world applications. Instead of looking at one mile of travel, we are interested in applying
our methods to tens or hundreds of miles.
As a first step in that direction, we have performed preliminary qualitative
experiments on a data set of approximately 50,000 images. The data was recorded
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F IGURE 4.29. Images selected randomly from the 50,000 image data set.

during several days of data logging in an orange grove in Florida, in 2000. As a
result, the amount of variation of the patterns contained in this data set is huge:
there are night scenes, man-made structures, people, irrigation canals, different
types of vegetation, obstacles, cars, etc. No images were removed from the data set,
other than a short sequence where the camera malfunctioned, generating unusable
images.
Figure 4.29 contains an image mosaic obtained by randomly selecting 50 images. Similarly to the mosaic generated by random selection on the ApMdSpiral
data set (see Figure 4.12), a large percentage of the images selected consist of relatively non-interesting vegetation. There are two images from the night scene (bottom row) and a few images of a person in a distance. Notice however that RANDOM selection had a good chance of selecting the human images, since we left the
cameras recording data as we spent 15-20 minutes setting up an obstacle course in
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F IGURE 4.30. Images selected by the UDF algorithm from the 50,000 image data set.

front of our vehicle. Overall, we consider that the subset of images selected by the
RANDOM method represents only a very small part of the variation contained in
the original data set.
We contrast the mosaic obtained by random selection with the one presented
in Figure 4.30, which was obtained using the Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm on
color and texture features. The algorithm, designed to find “interesting” patterns,
revealed information we found indeed interesting: the data set contained another
sequence recorded with a malfunctioning camera (other than the one already removed), which resulted in a small black stripe at the top of the image. We found
this result very positive, considering that we were unaware of this significant problem with the data set. For the experiments described bellow, we have chosen not
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to label these corrupted images and not to replace them with other images selected
by UDF.
Other than the corrupted images, UDF selected a large number of interesting
scenes: close-up views of people, a calibration target, many man-made structures, a
night shot of the road seen under headlight illumination, some interesting effects of
artificial illumination at night and water in an irrigation canal. For this experiment
we did not prevent the algorithm from considering sky patches, and a number of
images were selected because of interesting sky colors. In a real application, such
examples can generally be discarded.
Based on a qualitative analysis of these results, one would expect that a classifier trained using the UDF selected images for detecting obstacles or artificial
structures would perform better than a classifier trained using the randomly selected images from Figure 4.29.
To verify this intuition, we have generated four labeled data sets from the
50,000 image set by segmenting the images in traversable and non-traversable terrain. The images in each data set were selected as follows:
• We labeled the 50 randomly selected images presented in Figure 4.29, and
combined them in the TrainRANDOM data set.
• We labeled the 44 non-corrupted images selected by the UDF algorithm
and combined them in the TrainUDF data set.
• We selected 25 more images randomly and we labeled and combined them
in the TestRANDOM data set.
• We analyzed the entire set of images and manually selected and labeled 40
images that contain all the major types of obstacles that we encountered.
The traversable areas from these 40 images were labeled as well. This data
set is referred to as the TestOBSTACLE data set.
We have trained two logistic regression classifiers using color and texture features on the two training data sets, TrainRANDOM and TrainUDF. The ROC curves
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F IGURE 4.31. ROC curves obtained by the classifiers trained on the TrainRANDOM and TrainUDF data sets to the TestRANDOM (left) and TestOBSTACLE (right) data sets.

obtained when applying these two classifiers to the TestRANDOM and TestOBSTACLE data sets are presented in Figure 4.31. The results indicate that as we
hoped, the classifier trained using the UDF selected data can better classify the important patterns in the data, which correspond in our application to obstacles. For
this experiment, this comes at the cost of a slightly reduced performance on the
randomly selected test set.
The fact that even the classifier trained on UDF selected data has relatively low
performance on the manually selected data set –although its training set was representative for the classification problem– indicates that our feature set is not sufficiently powerful for this application. This is not surprising, given that the input
images had low resolution (320x240) which limits the use of our texture features,
and that color is a weak feature for this environment containing many shades of
green grass (non-obstacle) and green trees (obstacles).
To verify this hypothesis, we have generated a few classification images using the two classifiers. The results are presented in Figure 4.32. We notice that the
classifier trained on the randomly selected images fails to detect the ladder and the
gate, and produces a much weaker response for the human obstacle. The classifier
trained on UDF selected data correctly classifies those obstacles, but it produces
higher outputs for many instances of the non-obstacle class (as one would expect,
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F IGURE 4.32. Classification examples obtained by applying the classifiers
trained on the TrainRANDOM (left) and TrainUDF (right) data sets to
scenes from the test set. The classifier trained on randomly selected data
fails to detect the gate and the ladder and only produces a weak return
for the person. The classifier trained on UDF selected data detects those
obstacle but produces slightly higher responses for the non-obstacle class.

looking the the ROC curve it produced for the TestRANDOM data set). The fact
that the UDF trained classifier has difficulty discriminating between grass and trees
although it was exposed to sufficient training examples of both indicates that indeed the features are too weak to allow logistic regression to separate both the trees
and the other obstacles from the grass. These results are consistent with our intuition that using UDF for training is somewhat equivalent to a reweighting of the
training examples that favors rare examples from the less frequent class. In certain
situations where the classifier has insufficient capacity, this can be a drawback.
In conclusion to our experiments on very large data sets, we believe that additional work is necessary before the algorithms we used to generate these results
are ready for real use on data sets of tens of thousands of images: we would need
to reduce the computational requirements, and try to improve the efficiency of our
methods even further. Nevertheless, the fact that such large data sets are still within
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the realm of possibilities for a Matlab implementation of our algorithms gives us
hope that their scaling properties make them fit for the large learning problems
that need to be solved in the outdoor perception domain.

6. Conclusions
To conclude the chapter on our experimental evaluation, we will summarize
our main findings:
• Active learning can significantly reduce the amount of data labeling required for applying supervised learning techniques to our domain, especially on problems presenting unbalanced class priors. On such data sets,
both UDF and QBBAG (initialized with UDF) outperform random selection, and have similar effectiveness to manual selection by a human expert
(Section 5.1, page 81).
• Selecting for labeling unusual data patterns using the Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm is an effective method for initializing active learning algorithms. The benefits of initializing using UDF compared to random
selection become more important as the unbalance between class priors
grows (Section 5.2, page 92).
• The data block constraint that is particular to our domain of interest, can
be addressed with or without taking into account the spatial coherency
of the image patches determining the interest score of an image (a data
block). Our experiments show that the method of simply averaging the
interest score over the highest scoring image patches in an image is robust, and produces good results. Enforcing coherency constraints has the
potential of improving performance even further, but the method we considered for doing so is not sufficiently robust. Further work is required in
this area.
• The solutions we propose have good scaling properties, and are applicable
to real-world sized problems (Section 5.4, page 103).
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I

N the last few chapters, we have proposed a set of solutions to the data labeling

problem. We believe our experimental results are a strong indication that
the solutions are practical, and represent an important step towards making

supervised learning techniques part of a standard “toolbox” for solving outdoor
perception problems in our domain.
Aside from the fact that less data needs to be labeled and learning from very
large data sets is possible, automated methods for selecting data for labeling make
classifier training accessible to users that have no prior knowledge of machine
learning, statistics or computer vision. The end user can train a perception system
without paying attention to the sets of features or the specific learning algorithm
used. We pride ourselves that after its initial development, the UDF algorithm has
been packaged as a standard component of a system for terrain classification and
obstacle detection. This system has been used for more than a year both internally within the Robotics Institute at CMU and externally by engineers evaluating
the applicability of our classification system for various outdoor perception problems. The fact that the UDF algorithm already enabled users without any machine
learning background to produce effective classifiers suggests that indeed, effective
active learning algorithms will unlock an entire new set of applications of machine
learning in our domain.

CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We consider that the main contribution of this thesis is not a specific method
of applying active learning in our domain, but rather the signal that these techniques have a great role to play in outdoor robotics. New questions arised from
our research effort, and many of them had to be relegated to future work.
A surprising finding of our experiments is the success of the Unlabeled Data
Filtering algorithm as a stand-alone active learning method. The fact that an algorithm that is simply trying to uniformly cover the feature space can perform
comparably to the best active learning method we have tested is somewhat unexpected. We would like to investigate in more detail the conditions under which
being more subtle and taking into account estimates such as the expected version
space reduction starts to pay off. A idea inspired to us by the work presented by
Pelleg and More in [64] is to determine if by alternating between the UDF and QBBAG data selection methods, one could obtain a meta-algorithm that has a better
worst-case behavior.
A logical extension to the work we presented is to further explore solutions
for imposing more constraints on what an interesting pattern is. As Wong et al.
have suggested in [91] in the context of anomaly detection, we often risk detecting
isolated outliers instead of interesting patterns in the data. Our preliminary effort
in imposing spatial coherency constraints when accumulating interest scores was
a step in the right direction, but more research is required on that topic.
A very interesting research direction would be to try to get a better theoretical
understanding of why active learning works at all. Given that its main effect is
that it alters dramatically the distribution of the training data, it is unclear if the
resulting performance gains are the result of the implicit reweighting of the training
data, or of the different spatial distribution of the training examples.
Last but not least, we hope that this thesis could help promote the learning
approach for large scale perception problems, which will lead to an amount of
experimentation vastly superior to what we could achieve in our effort. We have
the certitude that this additional experimentation will lead the researchers in our
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field to great new problems, which will help push forward the state of the art in
outdoor mobile robotics.
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APPENDIX A

UDF: A Few Implementation Details

In our presentation of the Unlabeled Data Filtering algorithm we have tried to
make it possible for other researchers to implement their own version of the algorithm. To further support such efforts, this appendix provides a few implementation details that we believe are important.
The version of UDF used for all the experiments presented in this document
employs Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) for estimating the probability density
function over the feature space. When using large data sets, KDE is a rather expensive method for estimating densities. Assuming that we have an data set SL of
N examples selected for labeling, and a set of M unlabeled data points to choose
from, identifying the unlabeled example in the least densely populated region of
the feature spaces requires O(N M ) operations.
Even for our smaller, fully labeled experiments M is on the order of 106 , since
M is the number of patches, which is the number of patches per image (1200 in our
case) multiplied by the number of images. In this case, the number N of patches
representing the data set selected for labeling has a huge impact on the overall
speed of the UDF algorithm. What makes this problem worse is the data block constraint discussed in Section 2 of Chapter 3: we are not actually adding individual
patches to the set SL , but entire images. As a result, N does not grow incrementally but in large jumps. In initial implementations our algorithm would get very
slow very quickly, which made it unusable for the large number of experiments we
performed.

APPENDIX A. UDF: A FEW IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The solution employed was to limit the number of image patches that get
added to the set SL . Rather than have all or a constant fraction of the patches in
each newly selected image added, we adjust the number of patches based on their
likelihood under the pdf estimated using the the current set SL : the image patches
whose likelihood score falls in the bottom fraction f of the likelihood range get
added to the set. Since the likelihood of the interesting patches is much lower than
the average score of the image, the exact choice for the fraction f is not very important: only the most interesting patches get added to the data set SL , which makes N
grow much slower while retaining the most salient image patches from the newly
selected image. In all our experiments, we have used a fraction f = 0.5. While the
fact that the average time required for selecting each image for labeling changes
based on how many images we want to select makes it difficult to provide precise numbers, selecting 15-20 images from a set of 1000 unlabeled images results in
approximately 3-4 minutes per image on a 1.2Gz PentiumM computer.
This solution works relatively well. In future work we intend to replace KDE
with other more efficient approximate methods for determining the density of data
points in a region of the feature space. In particular, we believe that using the average distance to the k-nearest neighbors1 might be a good enough approximation
for our purposes.

1

which can be computed much faster
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